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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
CHILDREN’S THOUGHTS, REACTIONS, AND FEELINGS TOWARD 
PET DOGS. 
By W. FOWLER BUCK&, Fellow in Clark University. 
PART A. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
In a lecture upon the Love and Study of 
Nature,’ President G. Stanley Hall said that the five great 
human interests of science, art, literature, religion, and human 
history and society, root in the love and study of nature. He 
proceeds to suggest how this has been, and under his direction 
a number of these forces in their relation to the child and the 
race have subsequently become problems of research, making 
as the basis of the study, material collected by the question- 
naire method from a large number of children and adults. At 
that time he outlined what the child’s relation and reactions to 
animals might be, and uses pets as the means of approach. 
Later, Dr. Hodge published his excellent volume, Nature 
Study and Life, which suggests in a most helpful way, how the 
school children’s native interest in plant and animal life may 
be developed into an enthusiasm which shall contribute to a 
“ safe philosophy of life.” Here the question of domestication 
I. ?nfroducfion. 
1 The author finds himself indebted to many people in the prepara- 
tion of this article, but acknowledgments are especially dne, and most 
gratefully accorded the following : 
The provision of Mr. Jonas G. Clark, for the privileges of the Uni- 
versity in all its departments ; to President G. Stanley Hall, whose 
time, library, and helpful advice are never refused a student ; to the 
other members of the Philosophical Faculty, for sugp;estions and 
direction to literature; to Dr. Theodate L. Smith, for wlse and help- 
ful suggestions on many points during the entire process of study ; to 
Mr. Louis N. Wilson, whose favors are inexhaustible, and whose ser- 
vice as a librarian is unique; and to the many courtesies of the Wor- 
cester Public Library. 
For collecting material-teachers and superintendents have shown 
great willingness, and an obliging attitude. Large amounts have 
come from the following sources : Supts. John W. Canon, New Castle, 
Pa.; L. E. McGinnes, Steelton, Pa. ; S. J. Roller, Niles, Ohio; L. F. 
Lntton, McDonald, Pa. ; J. M. Berkey, Johnstown, Pa. ; Miss Alvena 
McCorkle, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Miss Lillian Williams, Trenton, N. J. ; 
Prof. Will S. Monroe, Westfield, Mass. ; and Dr. Herman T. Lukens, 
California, Pa. 
1 Delivered at  the public winter meeting of the Massachusetts State 
Board of Agriculture, at Amherst, Dec. 6, 18gE ; published in Agricul- 
ture of Mass., for 18gS. 
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460 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
is mentioned as an introduction to animal study. With the 
idea suggested by the address and by the book mentioned above, 
when President Hall named to the writer as a problem of re- 
search, the thoughts, reactions, and feelings of children to 
animal pets, it appealed to him as an interesting and fruitful 
problem upon which to work. Of course our investigations 
proved that the dog is the most popular with children. 
It need scarcely be said that it is not a dog psychology. 
The  nearest approach to it is in our second part, where are re- 
viewed and brought together the views that the chiidren, and 
a few psychologists, believed to be its psychic processes. 
In  its final analysis, the study, then, reduces itself to the 
answering of the following questions, made evident by the re- 
turns and the literature, bearing in mind that the purpose of 
the study has been, primarily, to know child interests: (I) 
What has been the rank of the dog with other pets at different 
ontogenetic periods? (2) What has been the nature of the 
mind of the dog as seen by those who are attracted by it, 
through the exercise of which the race and the child have been 
influenced ? (3)  What have been some of the chief influences 
that the dog has exerted upon primitive man, and upon the 
race in their development, as shown by industry, art, litera- 
ture, and the returns? 
11. In  the choice of the dog by the children there are a 
number of interests that must be considered, chief among which 
are:- 
Of the number of different pets owned by the 
more than 1,200 returns preferring the dog to other pets, fifty- 
six have given either the full list of those which they owned a t  
different times, or if not, then those which they liked best. 
Thirty-five mention cats ; 16 horses ; 14 rabbits ; 12 canaries ; 
10 chickens; 8 each, birds and squirrels ; 4 each, lambs and 
turtles ; 3 each, calf, pony, rats ; 2 each, monkey, guinea pig, 
white mice, cow, parrot, fish ; I each, camel, coon, deer, tiger, 
bear, duck, chipmunk, dove, bantam, pigeon, and ferrets. 
Using the total number of returns upon all the animals 
about which the children wrote, and basing the comparative 
popularity of pets upon the one which each selectsspontaneously, 
about which to write his feelings and reactions, one finds an 
interesting parallelism with :he above. Of course some slight 
influence might have been manifest from the rubrics having 
been followed, making it easier to write upon one than auother. 
Dogs are admired general& by peopk not for sporfing pur- 
poses but chie jy for  fheir companionships. Countess Cassini’s 
(32) three French poodles have lived in China, Russia, France, 
Germany. Austria, Japan, Italy, aiid the United States; Sena- 
tors McMillan, of Michigan, and Edmunds, of Vermont, were 
I .  Rank. 
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CYND-PSYCHOSES. 461 
partial to bull dogs, which accompanied them on their strolls 
when in Washington. The late British Ambassador, Lord 
Paunceforte, was fond of his dog Briton, who had a registered 
ancestry (32). Queen Victoria, a lover of all pets, seemed es- 
pecially to enjoy some of her dogs. Poets in general, and a 
number of distinguished novelists and naturalists, including 
Darwin, were fond of dogs. In  early historic times dogs were 
similarly admired. More than 4000 B. C., in Egypt (66), the 
dog was the friend and servant of man, living with him in the 
house, following him in his walks, and appearing with him in 
public ceremonies. Clerke (22) thinks the Trojans possessed 
him in domestication, as a luxury. Homer has written about 
him. Women had toy dogs from the island of Malta (57). 
The following table is based on the 2,804 returns, then, from 
school children ranging in age from six to seventeen years, 
where age is mentioned. The reminiscent papers frequently 
gave no age, but here the essay was upon the pet appealing to 
them even yet, in most cases. 
Of the 2,804 papers written upon pet animals, the proportion 
is as follows: Dogs, 42.86% ; cats, 27.57% ; canaries, 6.28% ; 
rabbits, 5.45% : horses, 4.64% ; parrots, 3.18% ; chickens, 
2.39% ; ponies, 1.42% ; pigeons and squirrels, each, 1.07% ; 
fish, 0.60% ; lambs and monkeys, each, 0.50% ; goats, 0.49% ; 
doves and cows, each, 0.39 % ; coons and mocking-birds, each, 
0.28% ; ferrets and turtles, each, 0.14% ; ducks, crows and 
donkeys, each, 0.13% ; deer, 0.07% ; orioles and quail, each, 
0.04% ; all birds combined, 13.93%. 
Langkavel (58) shows dogs to be rare in but few localities 
among primitives. At Tarim and Flores, in Asia ; among the 
Suyas, Bakairi, Manitsanos, and Bororo of South America ; in 
parts of the Linkin, the Maldive, and islands of the Persian 
Gulf, and in the Comora and old Tasmania Islands of Africa, 
dogs are not known to exist. 
Cope has found osseous remains of dogs in prehistoric strata, 
and made a careful classification of the types and evolutions of 
those in the strata of the United States. 
Miss Shim’s niece, 
at six months, is described as having anew awakening on observ- 
ing the dog that was in the home all the child’s life. Rarely 
do they appear to acquire a natural antipathy to dogs, although 
F&i. (34.358) discusses cynophobia, but observes that it is 
more rare than a morbid fear of insects and animals of a 
smaller kind. Helen Keller (56.214), although at twelve own- 
ing a “ beautiful pony and a large dog,” said she would like 
a little dog to hold in her lap. 
I t  will thus be seen that children, history, anthropology, 
geology, and various types of people at the present, each make 
Children early form a fondness for dogs. 
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462 CY NO-PSY CH OSES . 
a contribution to prove the universality of the dog, and its long 
life and intimacy with the child and the race, making it difficult 
to say, whether as a result or as the cause of his popularity, 
Hachet-Souplet (43) have found him to rank next to man in 
his intelligence to learn through persuasion. 
As the returns are from children of both 
sexes, between the ages of seven and sixteen, one is afforded 
a means of observing sex and age differences to some extent 
without attempting to formulate any definite norms in regard 
to either. That the significance may best be understood, it is 
necessary, however, to make a few comparisons with the other 
pets at this point. I t  will be seen below where the age and 
sex interests of the six most popular animals, dog, cat, canary, 
rabbit, horse, and parrot, are represented : ( I )  That the dog, 
horse, and rabbit, are more in favor with boys than with girls 
in every age studied ; (2) That the cat, canary, and parrot lead 
with the girls in every age ; (3) The cat seems to be most pop- 
ular with the girls at eight years of age, then declines steadily, 
while eleven is the culminating age with the boys, with rapid 
decline thereafter; (4) With both boys and girls there is a 
steady increase or growth in favor of the dog, perhaps greater 
with the boys during or at the dawn of adolescence ; (5) Dur- 
ing the earlier years the dog stands in about the same favor 
with girls as the cat does with the boys, and vice versa. 
2. Sex dzxerences. 
Interest in the six most popular pets at different ages : 
Dog, B.. ..... 33.5 41 44.5 42.5 53 51 50.5 57 54 53% 
G ....... 33.5 41 39 35.5 36.5 31 28 32.5 27 19% 
Age. 7 8 g 10 11 12 13 14 15 16yrs .  
G ....... 6 3 .5  36 37 45 42 44.5 40.5 46.5 48% 
Cat, B ....... 6 16.5 19 22.5 24 15 19 9 . 5  12 .5  
Canary, €3 ....... 2 I 5 5.5 2.5 1.5 3.5  3 .5  
G ....... 6 .5  2 5.5 5 . 5  6.5 12 9 8.5 8.5 10% 
Rabbit, B . .  ..... 16.5  16.5 9.5 10.5 8 .5  9.5 7 5.5 7.5% 
G ....... 13.5  12 8 . 5  5 3 . 5  2.5 2.5 2 .5  2.5% 
G ....... 2:; 9 4 3 .5  5 .5  8 4 .5  6 . 5  6.5% 
Horse, B ....... 11 o 5 3 1 .5  7.5 g 8 13.5 24% 
G ....... 6.5 6 2 2 2.5 3.5 3.5 5 5 roy0 
Parrot, B ....... I I 1.5 0 1.5 1.5 3% 
The percentage in each case is computed from the total num- 
ber of returns at the respective ages on animal pets. 
3. I n  a study of this kind there are many things exfernal 
to the real quaZities of the animal that may assist in making it 
popular among children, such as the associations of friends, or 
some single act which may have served to win its way to the 
heart of the child. While these considerations may be second- 
ary, yet they have a place in the study and will here be con- 
sidered. Three hundred and seveuty-five, nearly one-third, 
were gifts. One third of these were from father, and is some 
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CYNO-PSY CHOSES. 463 
index of the father’s interest in his children’s pets, or perhaps, 
in many cases, his own interest in this animal, although some 
parents provide each new child of the house with a puppy, that 
they two may grow up together and assist in each other’s de- 
velopment. Some were found, while others came, and out of 
the humane spirit of the child, or a desire to own a dog, the 
home was afforded an asylum for the new comer. In twelve 
cases the animal was rescued either from the “pound” or from 
the hands of some “inhuman” creature, out of sympathy 
aroused by the observation. One can only guess how the first 
dogs became pets, but since then they have frequently beeu ac- 
ceptable presents. In England (IO~), dogs are sometimes 
ranked according to the rank of the owner, and English dogs 
were regarded as acceptable presents even to kings, down to 
the days of James I. The East India Company sent out English 
dogs to Great Mogul, and Sir Thomas Roe, ambassadors to 
the court of Jehon Ghir. The King of Ajmere was delighted 
with an English mastiff, and Keridge says: ‘Two or three 
fierce mastyfes, a couple of Irish greyhounds, and a coppel of 
well-bred water-spanyells would give him greate contentt.’ 
Charles Kingsley (50) was pleased to accept his dog Victor, a 
present from the Queen. 
Length of Association is frequently a factor which de- 
velops strong friendship, as is shown by the curious relation- 
ships formed by prisoners and others to overcome solitude. 
Although this element may have little conscious recognition 
among children, it throws some light upon the study of pets. 
Less than half give any intimation of how long the pet has 
been in the home, but of these the time has been from a few 
months to eighteen years, or an average of 3.4 years. 
Many reasons are given by the chiZdren for preferring the 
dog to other pets. In their own language the reasons are as 
follows : 
4. 
5. 
I ‘  Papa’s gift,” I ‘  pet,” “does tricks,” “ catches rats and mice,’, 
“watches house,” “quiet,” “ likes me,” ‘‘ intelligent,” “obedient,” 
guards me,” ‘‘ my own,” “hunts,” ‘‘ follows me,” “ protects me,” 
I ‘  only pet I have,” “barks when I come from school,” “ more suitable 
for boys,” ‘ I  pretty,” ‘(good to me,” ‘‘ cute, clean, bright,” “ more qf 
a comfort,” “useful,” “faithful,” I ‘  tries to talk,” “ I  raiped him,” 
‘‘ affectionate,” “ woolly and soft,” ‘‘ nice color,” “companion,’) “not 
troublesome,” “ peculiar,” “ pedigree,” “ he rescued me,” “hard to 
win,” “small,” “ large,” ‘‘ gentle,” ‘‘ playful.” F., It seemed more 
nearly human ; it was more sympathetic than other animals. 
We see in these expressions all of the essentials of domesti- 
cation mentioned by Galton ( 3 9 . 2 ~ 9 ) ~  and perhaps some which 
he does not mention, as follows : ( I )  hardiness ; (2) fondness of 
man ; (3) desire of comfort ; (4) usefulness to man ; (5) breed- 
ing freely ; (6) easy to tend ; (7) selection. The reader map 
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464 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
readily group the expressions of the children under the fore- 
going heads. 
The names given to dogs do not always signify that 
the dog has made a certain impression on the child or upon 
man, yet, looking at a list of about eight hundred names for 
this pet, a clue to his friendship with the race may be found. 
Dogs’ names, in story and legend, have had little to do with his 
name; neither have famous show dogs. The motive which 
gives the name has not always been mentioned, which, along 
with other reasons, would not admit of fast lines of classifica- 
tion, yet there is, with children, a sense of fitness recognized, 
which affords an idea of what some of the qualities are which 
stand out most prominently in the dog’s personality. Six per 
cent. of the list suggested the heroic idea as embodied in such 
names as Anthony, Colonel, Commodore, Dewey, Gelert, 
Hero, etc. The recognition of poise, dignity, command, power, 
and the like, are exemplified in such names as Noble, Judge, 
Queen, Victor, Rex, etc., making over twelve per cent. of the 
list. A few may, perhaps, be classified under the recognition 
of the fighting propensities, as Lion, Bounce, Dash, Tammany, 
etc. The guarding and protecting qualities are seen in such 
names as Collie, Shep, Guard, Safety, etc. General types of 
character and temperament may be seen in such names as 
BOOSY, Bum, Buffalo Bill, Dandy, Gip, Sly, Sport, Tramp, 
etc. More than one-sixth of all the names are suggested by 
what would appeal to the eye, subordinated, more or less, by 
the other senses. Examples of such are Beauty, Blacky, Cozy, 
Diamond, Goo Goo, Pearl, Sparkle, Speck, etc., of which the 
most popular are Spot, Tip, Beauty, and Browny. Size is 
recognized in names such as Babie, Beppo, Midget, Peanut, 
etc. 
Among the primitives and ancients, similar characteristics 
or motives may have given the name. Among the Egyptians, 
(66) Si-to-gai meant son of the bat : Akeni, the ferreter : Sou- 
bou, the strong; Nahsi, the black; and Rameses I1 had a 
dog whose name signified ”brave as the goddess Anai’tis” (An- 
aitiennaktou). The primitives, in some places, give to the dog 
the name for mammals in general, and with others dog and pig 
have the same name ; elsewhere the generic name is synony- 
mous with beast of prey, carnivorous animal, sometimes ani- 
mal in general, so that here we have use, habits, and rank of 
the animal in his relation to the race suggested, as motives in 
giving him his name. His well-known habit of bolting his 
food, and the lack of esteem in which he was held, impressed 
themselves upon the Turko-Tartars that he acquired the ge- 
neric name “ kurt” (greedy animal), and “e t”  (low, base). 
Shakespeare calls one of the dogs of his creation, Crab, and 
111. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSFS. 465 
describes him as the sourest natured dog that lives,-a cruel 
hearted cur.” The power of a name may sometimes be recog- 
nized and used, as with the inhabitants of Grenada (36), who 
are careful to name their dogs Melampo, Cubilon, or Lubina; 
said to be the names of the three who went with the shepherds 
to see the infant Jesus at Bethlehem. Dogs bearing these 
names, they believe will never go mad. Purely onomatopaeic 
names can also be found, doubtless. 
Our conclusion is, that perhaps universally the name suggests 
a recognition of personality, be it great or small, commendable 
or objectionable, and in some cases the feeling is not unlike 
that among primitives where a name is synonymous with an 
essential part of the soul. 
Some interests, chiejy somatic, or with a strong physi- 
cal element in them, have been prominent in the returns, and, 
while they are minor in nature, they give a side picture of the 
relation of the child to the dog. 
I. Kinds of dogs. Our returns show no abnormal admira- 
tion for any special breeds of dogs. The fact is sometimes ob- 
observed that the dogs are highly bred; “he has a pedigree,’’ or 
“he is very large. ” His color 
is frequently attractive. His general form, or some peculiar 
formations are noted. Points are sometimes observed which dog 
judges mark as distinguished. Broad classifications have been 
made, however, beginning in early adolescence, and about 
twenty-three per ceut. of the whole number of papers touch it 
more or less; the girls leading. The order of popularity here is 
Collie, Fox Terrier, Newfoundland, Bull dog, Pug, Water 
Spaniel, Setter, Bird dog, Pointer, Greyhound, Skye, Rat Ter- 
rier, of which the first three and the Water Spaniel are almost as 
popular with boys as with girls. St. Bernards. Poodles, Pugs, 
Wolfhounds and Greyhounds seem especially in favor with girls, 
while Bull dogs, Bird dogs, Skyes, Rat terriers, and Pointers 
are admired by boys. As has been mentioned, differentiation 
of species does not begin much before the twelfth year, hence 
is strong during adolescence. Hunting dogs are first men- 
tioned in the 13th year. Bull dogs are mentioned by one boy 
at 7, next by two boys at 9. Miimmified specimens of the 
Shepherd dog are found in Egypt (66); the Terrier was also 
known there. One of Darwin’s most favored dogs was a ter- 
rier (28.91). The Bull dog was known among the Romans as 
the Pugnaces (12). The Pug is a very old dog, known in 
ancient Egypt (66). The Spaniel existed in Switzerland 
during the neolithic age. Fitzinger ( I  2) reports 30 varieties 
of this dog. Sir Philip Sidney especially admired the Spaniel, 
which he called “ the gentleman of doggies ” (36). Among 
the admirers of the St. Bernard may be mentioned Mrs. J. 
IV. 
His peculiarities are described. 
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466 CY NO-PSY CHOSBS. 
Grant (72.444), Mrs. Browning, and Mrs. Anna Whitney, who 
was the first to start kennels for them in this country. 
This interest in species and varieties might be traced indefi- 
nitely, and so far as it goes would suggest in what features 
people and classes are interested. I t  would develop the fact 
that man may have great authority over selection, that there is 
a wide difference in features that are pleasing; it would show 
to what extent the eye must be satisfied, and perhaps, make 
clear what is seen in our returns, that psychic characteristics 
are, after all, perhaps the centre of interest. The laws neces- 
sary to produce such transformations, show to be in evidence 
with the adolescent, and have not been overlooked among 
some primitives, as observed by Darwin (25.11.190) in regard 
to the Ostyaks of Northern Siberia. 
The observation to be made upon breeds, as studied in rela- 
tion to children, is that the selective interest has its dawn in 
early adolescence, when the dog must conform, more or less, to 
the general interests of the owner, differentiating among boys 
to pugnacious, hunting, courageous, and intelligent qualities ; 
among girls to grace, beauty, fidelity, companionableness, and 
sometimes, to denendence. The interest at  adolescence is more 
of an active one; while previous to that it seems to be a little 
passive in the sense that the environment is rather accepted 
than made. 
That the dog must appeal to the eye is a 
motive among the children for adorning their dogs with collars 
and ribbons. Especially when others may see him he milst show 
off in this manner. To attract attention, the ear is sometimes 
appealed to by means of a bell on the collar. Of course, re- 
sponsibility has been a motive for collars, also, as in municipal 
and gavernment ordinances and laws, where damage may be 
done. Identification makes it necessary, also, that dogs be 
labeled. In  1883 a French society instituted “Colleurs d’ 
honneur ” (36), and have bestowed such on a number of dogs 
for ‘ I  heroic deeds,” recognizing among such unusual types of 
mind, as shown by their sagacity in heroic conduct. Utility 
caused the historic war dogs to be garbed in large spiked 
collars. 
The  collar interest has not gone without notice by a few of 
the poets, and have called out some quaint inscriptions. Ow- 
nership was recognized by Swift when he wrote :- 
Whose heart in this four-footed thing lies.” 
Pope wrote likewise for the collar of one of the pup’s of 
The  pup was given to 
2. Adornments. 
‘ I  Pray, steal me not, I’m Mrs. Quigby’s, 
(49). 
Bounce, upon whom he wrote a poem. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 467 
Ownership, seems here to have Frederick, Prince of Wales. 
been the motive : 
‘ I  I am his highness’ dog at Rew, 
Pray tell me, sir, whose dog are you?” (61.) 
The spread of the collar interest in this country, at least, 
has been recent. In 1878 the whole traffic amounted to $5,000 
annually, all but $1,000 worth imported. Ten years later a 
company, with Bremer, of Medford, Mass., at its head, was 
doing a business in Newark, N. J., amounting to a million 
dollars annually ( I I 3). 
In fine, this interest with children is one of attachment, 
prompting the desire of impressive appearance, or ownership, 
with reward for good deeds. With adults, these are mingled 
with fear of hydrophobia, desire to suppress number, and 
responsibility, or utility. 
G. I bought a collar for him, and had his name marked on it. G. 
Each week she would have a bath and then I would put a new bow of 
some bright-colored ribbon on her collar. G. I tied a blue ribbon 
around his neck and a little bell which tinkled when he moved around. 
B., 11. When I took him out I would make him get his ribbon and 
stand until I put it ou his neck. G., 14. I bought a collar with bells 
on and Teddy runs around to hear the bells ring. 
As shown by the names 
which dogs bear, the interest in their shaggy coat suggested 
by the blind, interest in the markings and incidental mention 
of the dog’s coat, one may understand how it is that primitives, 
as the Wahaha (58), carry dog tails on their spears, or how 
some Australasian tribes insert the bushy tails of the Dingo 
dog into their beards, in order to make them longer. The 
girdle of the Parsi, worn at puberty, the Mesopotamian Jews 
say are plaited from dog’s hair (58), with other material. 
Even blankets are made of it on Puget Sound. The general 
expression of the dog’s face has made its impression, 8s with 
the children, giving origin to dog head features. The Cubans 
described the Caribs to Columbus as man eaters with dogs’ 
muzzles. This might throw some light upon the beliefs in 
dog origin. The primitive club houses are adorned with dog 
skulls. In the returns it will be Seen how the teeth have been 
noticed either for sharpness or for the whiteness. 
I f  you would tell him to laugh he would show all of his 
white teeth. ’ G. He raised one side of his nose and opened his mouth, 
showing his closed teeth, aud rolled his eyes so that only the whites 
could be seen. G. If I came back he would wag his tail and show his 
teeth which was always a proof that he was especially delighted. 
B., 10. Color black, feet white stripes, piece of white on the side of 
his neck, oint of his tail was shaggy, his whiskers white, and he had 
sharp tee%. 
When there were fewer polished objects for adornment, it is 
3. Appearance of feefh, hair, etc. 
G., IS. 
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468 CTNO-PSYCHOSES. 
no wonder that the teeth of dogs were coveted among primi- 
tives. Men, women, and girls wore the eye-teeth of dogs and 
other animals for this purpose. They were used as a breast 
ornament at Frederick Wilhelm’s Haven, in New Guinea; and 
as necklaces and bracelets in the western part of the south coast 
of the British portion of that island. A traveller on the Solo- 
mon Island, saw 500 dog teeth in a single necklace, each care- 
fully bored through. They were taken, two from each dog 
when alive. In  the southeast portion of New Guinea all four 
eye-teeth were taken and used as money. The Igorotto wear 
ornaments of dog teeth. In  Africa, similar necklaces have been 
seen (58). The old eastern legend will be remembered, how, 
it is said, Jesus and his disciples approached the body of a dead 
dog, when Jesus said : “ Pearls are not whiter than his 
teeth ” (36). 
The appropriateness of trimmed ears and a cobbed tail, seems 
to be recognized by some, without comment as to the cruelty 
of the treatment, except in one case where a girl observes that 
her dog was pained by it, and another whose dog suffered, but 
there was nothing else to do to make the dog fashionable. 
This habit of tail amputation was resorted to by the Esquimaux 
of Alaska, where they drive their dogs four abreast, and have 
them follow each other so close that the tails were too much in 
the way (58). I n  Plutarch, it is related that Alcibiadar had a 
dog whose beauty was great, but he had his tail cut off, indi- 
cating that thus the dog was disfigured, that instead of appear- 
ing in fashion, he was out of style so much that his friends 
criticised him. He  said if it were not that, they would speak 
of some greater fault. Langkavel (58) speaks of dog mutila- 
tions by the English, but contrasts it with the savages who do 
not mutilate their animals, Convenience, appearance, and 
contrasty effects, have been, then, the interests which have led 
to mutilation. 
The interest in the dog’s food is not much in evidence, per- 
haps from the general feeling sometimes present in the reports, 
that a dog needs very little genuine care, arid from tradition in 
regard to his food. That the anthropomorphic idea of feeding 
prevails, needs no further proof than to list the articles of diet 
in descending order of frequency of mention: Meat, milk, 
bread, potatoes, candy, “ all kinds,” bones, cakes, gravy, ice 
cream, cooked meats, dog crackers, coffee, soup, peanuts, pie, 
apples, vegetables, force, eggs, crackers, tomatoes, fish, turkey, 
liver, sugar, corn pone, chewing gum, and pretzels. This may 
throw some light upon the thoroughness with which the dog 
has been made a domestic animal, and how much he has be- 
come man’s companion. The  time for feeding has been given 
but slight attention, but it is usually after the family meal, 
4. 
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CY NO-PSY CHOSES . 469 
when he enjoys the remaining viands, or the plate scrapings, 
or what has been shaken from the table cloth, as, when Lazarus 
begged at the rich man’s gate. Some discrimination is made 
in favor of puppies, which are fed soft foods, and more fre- 
quently, although all are fed much more frequently than dogs re- 
quire food according to the best authorities, and given also, with- 
out discrimination, a greater variety. The dog seems to be so 
abundantly able to help himself that the whole matter receives 
less attention than one might suppose. There is concern for 
the dog in many cases, however, and such as would contradict 
Cornish ( ~ ~ . x x v ) ,  who contends that the dog is largely a vege- 
table feeder, for meat is clearly evident as his leading diet, al- 
though cooking may have much widened his bill of fare, and 
necessarily along the vegetable line. A large number say “ he 
eats everything,” or ‘anything.” Perhaps Langkavel would 
include more than the children mean when he speaks of the 
value of the dog as a street scavenger; man feeding him what 
he does not want,-as dead animals, the bones of game, and 
in many cases, human corpses. This is, and has been true, in 
many places and times in the history of the dog, however, 
among the Mongolians of Asia with “ misera plebs,” in Bactria, 
by Hyrcanians and Sogdians. While the Kalmucks burn 
the corpses of the better classes, the inferior types are thus dis- 
posed of. In Kuldja, beggars are fed to the dogs (58); ‘‘ in 
Urga, the dogs stand waiting for his last breath, and he is de- 
voured.” I t  is said that in Kuldja even the better class are 
merely carried to the cemeteries while ‘ the dogs conduct the 
interment by means of their stomachs” (58). In  these particu- 
lars and that of the authentic case in Chambers’ Journal for 
’81, where a Scotch terrier killed and swallowed twenty-seven 
mice, and where, as the children have noticed, that dogs bolt 
their food, the dog has not gotten far from his original habits 
when all these things were necessary to life. It would seem, 
from our papers, that even now these traits are not without 
their genuine service to our canine friend. 
But there.is another side, more prominent with the children, 
which accounts for the many over-fed dogs, dogs too fat to be 
active, too round to be shapely. As will be noticed, his appe- 
tite is catered to in the way of sweetmeats and all things that 
the children care for. The animal of the child’s affection must 
have a comfortable stomach, a feeling that has doubtless pre- 
vailed in parts, ever since his domestication. In many instances 
the motive has changed, for his use has changed. Mr. Old- 
field (25. rgg) says the Aborigines of Australia are so anxious 
about European kangaroo dogs, that several instances have 
been known of the father killing his own infant, that the 
mother might suckle the much prized puppy. Of course the 
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470 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
practice of suckling puppies in dog eating countries, as in New 
Guinea, Tahiti, Hawaii, and Society Islands, is well known (58). 
Joest saw in Burma, in 1879, a girl nursing her own offspring 
at one breast, and a pup at the other (58). In Gran Chaco, 
women nurse young dogs, but not motherless babes. The dogs 
in parts ofSiberia are well cared for. The people endure pangs 
ofhunger to support them. Along the Kolyma, 2,265 dogs 
each receive four herrings daily, or 3,306,900 fishes for a 
year’s support (58). In North Borneo, flesh is suspended 
from a tree, where dogs eat it to acquire courage for the wild 
boar hunt (58). In  some sections where our returns have been 
collected, there is a feeling that gunpowder fed to dogs will 
produce a courageous hunting dog. This did not appear in 
the returns, but many mention feeding this, or sulphur, in food 
for health’s sake. Hopkins (47) observes that in the Rig 
Veda the dog is so much the companion and ally of man that 
he pokes his too familiar head into his master’s dish; which is 
the intimacy of many of our dogs under consideration. Per- 
haps no dogs were better cared for than those of Queen Vic- 
toria ( IS) ,  whose feeding time was 4 P. M., the food being pre- 
pared in a special kitchen, and consisting of soaked biscuits, 
vegetables, meat, bullock’s head, pluck, and sometimes a 
little beef. Oat-meal was added. Stables (92) says the dog 
should have a very light breakfast, and a dinner at 4 P. M. in 
winter, and 5 P. M. in summer, and suggests as an ideal bill of 
fare, that similar to the one used in the Queen’s kennels. 
There seems to be a consensus of opinion that one-third of the 
amount of food should be meat, but these points have not been 
observed by any of the children. 
Sir Edwin Landseer, who, by some, has been styled the 
I ‘  Shakspeare of Dogs,” has not overlooked in his paintings 
the boy in relation to the dogs’ diet, in this friendly and care- 
ful relation of the one to the other, in his “The  Highland 
Breakfast.” He has shown here many points, but one cannot 
observe it without the recognition of the genuine satisfaction 
of the dogs, and the modern dog nature as to his foods, but 
especially the pleasure of the boy in observing the dogs. 
Upon the whole point of hygienic diet, it might here be ob- 
served that with a pet so universal, some practical lessons of 
hygiene, and an excellent point of contact with this subject and 
the child, has been generally overlooked by teachers. The best 
way of getting a valuable knowledge of physical comfort is by 
a comparative study such as here afforded. 
His bed is as varied, depending upon size, disposition, 
practical wisdom, sense of fitness, etc. Some observe that 
their dogs are almost entirely nocturnal, or that they have a 
rhythm of rest and activity through the day, and that their 
5. 
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CY NO-PSYCHOSES. 471 
sleep is so light at night that they are aroused by noises that 
the human ear does not detect. A general feeling that he 
must be comfortable in sleep, seems to characterize the returns, 
as will be seen in the illustrations following. 
G., 11. He sleeps in a basket, and he is always awake when I come 
down stairs. G., XI. He had a very comfortable bed and he showed 
that he liked it. He wonld sometimes play with the corers. G., 11. 
He sleeps under the stairs on an old comfort. G., 11. She likes to 
sleep in the coal house. B., 11. He sleeps in a large box at night when 
i t  is cold. B., 11. He sleeps in the little house made for him. B., 11. 
In R box in the kitchen. B., 12. On the porch in a box with a piece 
of goods to sleep on, and something to cover him. G., 12. Curls up in 
the box filled with hay, and we cover him with the blanket mamma 
made for him. G., 13. Sometimes abont four or five o’clock in the 
morning she would get in bed with me. B., 13. At bedtime it will 
hide until we are in bed, then it will get in bed with us. G.,-. Under 
the stove in winter. G., 13. Prefers the lounge or sofa pillows to his 
box in the yard. 
That the dog must be comfortably provided for by the mas- 
ter, and that no other would do quite so much for him, must 
have been the spirit of the people in Homer’s day, for he 
makes Argus a neglected dog after the departure of his master, 
making his bed on a manure pile, dirty, full of parasites, and 
swarming with vermin (22), although the Greeks had the rep- 
utation of caring for their animals and giving them the best 
of the field. The gods honored them with their harvests (57). 
Darwin, while at Cambridge, won the affection of the dog of his 
cousin, W. D. Fox, and it is believed that this may have been 
the animal that used to creep down inside his bed, and sleep at 
the foot every night (28.91). His dog Polly had her home in 
a basket in his study (28.92). In general a pet dog is too 
highly humanized to be placed in a kennel made of a barrel, 
filled with straw with an opening even at the side, near one 
end, and open to the leeward, as recommended by men of dog 
lore. 
Desire to produce efficiency, interest in personal comforts of 
the dog, economy, attachment, a desire for close relationship, 
have been some of the various factors impelling the child and 
the race to the food and shelter interests upon the dog, which, 
in many cases, has not been sufficiently great to produce a feel- 
ing against using him as a scavenger. 
Scarcely more than one-fifth have had any expericnce in 
nursing dogs through any sickness, or have needed to administer 
any remedies. One sad thing seemed to be that in cases that 
seemed hopeless so many times, artificial death, like in the 
philosophy of Seneca, seemed to be the way of escape. Some 
experiences have been interesting and profitable on the part of 
the child and the dog. The illustrative expressions are as 
follows: 
6. 
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472 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
“Rocked it to sleep,” “went for the doctor,” “put it in warm 
water,” “kept it nice and warm,” “ sent it to the dog hospital,” 
“bound up its sore foot,” “ sick from over eating then gave him only 
limited rations,’’ “ druggist gave me medicine,” “ had consumption 
and I took him t o  the pound,” “gave him sweet milk when he was 
poisoned,” “would eat grass and be all right,” “when he was ill we 
sent for a book ou dogs.” 
I t  will be seen that hydrophobia, epilepsy, constipation, ac- 
cidents, nausea, tuberculosis, nostalgia, and general diseases 
have been diagnosed, and in many cases the children have 
been stimulated to seek further knowledge that the dog may 
be genuinely cared for. I t  is certain that a feeling of sympathy 
prompted the care in every case. In  some cases, where it was 
evident that no help could cure, the dog mysteriously dis:p- 
peared. None ventured to nurse a dog through hydrophobia, 
which is universally dreaded, although Byron’s love for his dog 
Boatswain, prompted him to do even this (61). This fear of 
the disease hydrophobia, is due, doubtless, to the folk lore of 
this country that one bitten by dog will go mad if the dog goes 
mad, and at  the same time. This is true in Great Britain (30). 
Shakspeare has evidently made use of the idea in The Merry 
Wives of Windsor (IV.2), “This is mad as a mad dog,” and in 
The Comedy of Errors (V. I), to show the force of jealousy, 
“ The venom clamorous of a jealous woman, 
Poison more deadly than a mad dog’s tooth.” 
The interest in providing remedies for pet dogs in this and 
the more hopeful cases of sickness, has inspired much study, 
not only, as has been seen, among children, but among adults, 
and has called out some excellent manuals upon the treatment 
of dogs, best of which in English, perhaps, is that of Wesley 
Mills, M.D., of Canada. Pat, the famous dog of the 72nd 
regiment of Scotland, when taken ill in Egypt, was sent home 
that he might have the best treatment, and for this purpose 
highly enthusiastic devotees have founded hospitals. Ferrero 
(35) refers to the fact that in India there have been animal 
hospitals from time immemorial, and at Halloway, in Octo- 
ber, 1860 (73), a home was established in London for lost, 
starving, and sick dogs, with the following motto : “ I cannot 
understand that morality which excludes animals from human 
sympathy, or releases man from the debt and obligation he 
owes to them. ” Within a year this place had fifty annual sub- 
scribers, and another fifty donors. I t  owes its existence to a 
benevolent lady of Canonbury. Following this example, such 
hospitals are now numerous in all sections of many countries. 
In Germany (42) there are establishments for washing, shear- 
ing, cropping, and training dogs. 
The returns, as will be noticed, show a recognition of the 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 473 
dog’s appreciation for injuries cared for, or for nursing in gen- 
eral, which is not alone a juvenile fancy. Gordon Stables, M.D. 
( 9 3 ) ,  rendering medical service to dogs, has observed that 
having removed a lachrymal fistula from a Pomeranian, three 
miles away, and having nursed and cured him, the dog after- 
wards paid him periodic visits. His own dog Tyro, on being 
periodically tapped for dropsy, would go around the room and 
lick the hands of the assistants, as he believed, in gratitude, 
realizing that the operation was necessary. He believes the 
same dog showed appreciation to a woman who saved his life 
by holding a cut artery, that ever after, although he did not 
like cats, he befriended hers. Dr. Lindsay is quite serious 
in his work on animal psychology, that dogs have this fine 
sense of appreciation and a knowledge of the purpose of one 
who operates upon him, but it seems that while the observa- 
tions may be as recorded in every case, a careful study might 
not always warrant the interpretations placed upon them. For 
instance, would not and have not dogs licked the hands of 
those who have purposely done them an injury? But in our 
returns, whatever the dog’s attitude may be, in truth, we see 
the rudiments of that which grows into the numerous enter- 
prises for the the care and comfort of the dog, which is the ob- 
ject of so much of our affection and sympathy. 
PART B. THE PSYCHIC LIFE THAT HAS INTERESTED MAN. 
So far as this study has proceeded, it has doubtless become 
evident that the centre of interest, which has made itself felt in 
naming the dog, which has influenced choice, given meaning 
to various breeds, and induced him to be fed and cared for in 
sickness and health, has been in the main the nature and type 
of mental power, the character and scope of emotions and ac- 
tivities which the children, adult admirers, and the race have 
been induced to give to this favorite pet. The question which 
next concerns us then, is, what is the psychology of the dog, 
as seen by children and other admirers? What is the type of 
mind with which, in a composite way, it has drawn out the race 
and the child in this great interest ? 
I. Intdigence. Comparative psychologists differ largely 
in most details, and such men as Romanes, Lindsay, Courmeller, 
Houzeau, Alix, etc., construe in an anthropomorphic manner, 
while Ribot is less so, and Morgan and Thorndike seem to be 
almost alone in the conservative field, following the motto that 
nothing shall have a higher interpretation than is necessary to 
explain. Hachet-Souplet (43) caution students against ac- 
counts given by friends of the activities of favorite dogs, yet place 
him high in psychic power. Whitman (103) calls attention to 
5 
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474 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
gross errors of interpretation, and exhorts to “ make haste 
slowly.” Zabriskie ( 105)’ who acknowledges that he never 
knew but two dogs, and those unfavorably, contends that there 
is too much abnormality of feeling about him, and believes all 
would be better if less sentimentality existed upon the point. 
That such a type would be as little able to interpret a dog’s 
power as a devoted friend, goes without saying. Lubbock 
(64.272) admits the true friendships of dog for man, but con- 
tends that we do not know the nature of his mind. Morgan 
(71.140) says his intelligence ceases with the concrete, and his 
acts are of the sense trial and error order. Hachet-Souplet 
(43) make his intelligence “overt,” throwing light on rea- 
son, abstraction, etc., which is virtually an agreement with 
Morgan’s statement. But that the dog is valued more for his 
mental qualities and senses than for any other reason, has been 
observed many years ago by Darwin (25.205) and is substan- 
tiated by the many anecdotes written of him, and the copious 
illustration in the returns from the children. Schopenhauer 
(4.67) believes the difference between man’s and animal’s 
mind is quantitative, not qualitative ; and Jesse (53) gives 
the dog every quality possessed by man, although not all in 
the same dog. William Smith, author of Thorndale, calls him 
It  is rare that his 
intelligence is not attributed to his long association with man. 
His bark, as will be seen, is perhaps due to this change, and 
he certainly conforms more or less to man’s notious, either for 
the good or evil of the dog. Romanes (84.437) takes the 
view of improvement, and Evans (31.218) calls attention to 
what is probably true, that in China and Polynesia, where the 
dog is used merely for food, he is a dull and sluggish beast. 
There is a feeling in parts of this country that to know the 
character of a man’s dog is to know the man. The observa- 
tions, selected to show as much variety as possible on intelli- 
gence, are as follows: 
B., 12. When you let him smell a handkerchief, then hide it, he will 
find it. G. I I. Used to  come to mine, and to my brother’s room, and 
wake us up in  the morning. G., 11. I f  I were up stairs and mamma 
wanted me, the dog would come u p  and bark to  tell me. If we d o  not 
want him to know what is taking place, we must spell some words 
like out, walk, and take, and even then he seems to know. G., 11. If 
his first call in  the morning was not heeded, he would make the secoud 
trip after me. G., 12. He distinguishes between the two telephone 
bells and the door bell. When the  door bell rings he  runs to the front 
door, barking. When the telephones ring he  lies quiet. G. 12. Its 
brightest thing is that it sits u p  in  a corner and counts seven with its 
fore feet. G., 12. When he wants anything he will bark three times. 
G., 12. She can understand French, became my uncle always speaks it 
to  her and she understands him. G., 12. Think he  knows what we talk 
abont, for when I must go to the store and I ask for the basket, he 
an arrested development of man ” (16). 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 475 
foes to the place where the basket hangs, and barks. B., 12. I taught 
im to come when I gave a certain whistle. B., 12. One day a mouse 
ot in the sweeper. Ever since then every time my mother uses it he 
Larks. B., 13. If I say ‘ cats ’ or ‘rats it will put up its ears and look 
in the corners and under the bureau. G., 13. She seems to understand 
and obey me, but no one else. G., 13. He will be very quiet while we 
are eating, but if he thinks we are too long he will put his head in my 
lap. If mamma says, ‘ Is the boy hungry too,’ he will bark, wag his 
tail, and run out in the kitchen. G., 13. He can understand German 
and English languages. G., 13. Its mistress before me must have 
used the broom as a reminder, because he always growls when we 
show it to him. G., 14. When mother rattles any money he barks, 
thinking we are oing to the store, and he wishes to go along. G.? 15. 
He can always te% the butcher’s bell, and he barks till I give him a 
piece of meat. 
In observing these returns, and the various writers upon 
the psychology of the dog, we note the following points of 
interest: 
I. Percephbn. Although we have no record of his reaction- 
time having been studied experimentally, it is generally believed, 
with Charles Dudley Warner (gg) ,  that it is shorter than man’s, 
and perhaps his hearing is more acute, while his scent has been 
regarded as superior. Grant Allen (2) believes it is his sense 
of smell that makes him intelligent; that by scent he knows 
his master and objects, and calls attention to the size of his 
olfactory lobes. Romanes (86.93) says “the external world 
must be to these animals quite different from what i t  is to us ; 
the whole fabric of their ideas concerning it being so largely 
founded on what is virtually a new sense ; not simply our own 
sense greatly magnified” (smell). And later (67) he made 
some very careful experimental tests upon a dog which he 
owned for eight years, which show his remarkable power of 
scent. His observation by sight has impressed itself very much 
for he has been attributed the power of reading facial expression 
to a great degree. His acute hearing makes him the trusted 
guardian of the house, a police assistant, and a servant in picket 
duty. Morgan (71.144) makes his dog a keen observer by 
saying that he always lifts the latch of the gate in the way he 
did it in the first time. After the habit was once formed it 
can otherwise be explained, but not until then.’ 
The memory of the dog has impressed people throughout 
civilization. Without it his many examples of fidelity would 
be lacking. Homer, in the Odyssey, makes the dog Argus rec- 
ognize his master after an absence of twenty years, and Darwin 
(27.74) (28.91) had a surly dog, savage to others, which, 
after the return from his Beagle voyage, being absent five years 
1Upon this point Hobhouse, in Evolution of the Mind, suggests in 
opposition to Morgan and Thorndike, that attention is an important 
factor. 
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476 CYNO-PSY CHOSES. 
and two days, rushed out and set off with him on his walk as he 
had done five years before. When Geddes (61) desires to note 
the change produced in the dog’s mistress by having her locks 
cut off, he has the dog not to recognize her. I n  Southey’s poem, 
“ Roderick, the Last of the Goths,” none recognize the hero 
on his return, not his own mother, but Theron, the dog, follows 
him. A writer in the British Quarterly Review observes that 
when a dog’s master has deserted him, in despair the dog takes 
the cast off clothing, lies upon it for days. This is paralleled 
by the behavior of one of the dogs in our returns when the 
clothing of his little mistress are seen. Grant Allen (2)  thinks 
the dog knows old friends by memory of odor. But this could 
not be entirely correct if I interpret correctly a small dog’s 
behavior in front of a life size portrait of her mistress, deceased 
sometime before ; a fact which has likewise been observed by 
Romanes (84.449) and Alix ( I ) .  Jesse gives various anec- 
dotes of these interesting observations. Gerald Massey, in the 
beautiful little soliloquy by the dog before the boy’s portrait in 
“ The Dead Boy’s Portrait,” has immortalized this sentiment 
of the dog. Dogs trained to bring cards in order (71.200), 
ring bells (65), know words and sounds (70), etc., must have 
some degree of memory, perhaps much of it a muscular memory. 
Scott, in the Talisman, recognizes the trustworthiness of the 
dog’s memory in having him bring a culprit to justice-having 
Richard say of Rosval, “ H e  forgets neither friend nor foe, 
remembers, and with accuracy, both benefit and injury. He 
hath a share of man’s intelligence, but no share of man’s false- 
hood.” . . . “You may bribe a soldier to slay a man 
with his sword, or a witness to take life by accusation ; but you 
cannot make a hound tear his benefactor.’’ He continues to 
suggest that no possible disguise can put him beyond the dog’s 
recog aition. 
Imagination has some attraction. Dreams, a fact observed 
by naturalists and others, Darwin (27.74) believes to be the 
best evidence that he has an imagination. Jesse (64) notes 
this fact; Romanes (86.148) says “ that dogs dream is prover- 
bial,” and it has been observed by Seneca and Lucretius. It 
has been noticed in our returns that dogs run around the house 
playing with some imaginary things. Dogs barkiug at  the 
moon on a bright night is thought by some to be an illusion. 
Tennyson, in Locksley Hall, Pt. I ,  speaking of Amy’s husband, 
“ Like a dog he hunts in dreams.” 
4. judgnzent aitd reasoning. Evans (31.86) says that the 
dog distinguishes between canine and feline. Darwin (27.75) 
says animals may be seen to pause, deliberate and resolve. 
Lindsay (63.462) believes dogs can judge distance ; judge 
rapidity of currents ; has idea of money ; and quotes Watson 
3. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSBS. 477 
as authority for recognizing distinction of human rank. Lub- 
bock (64.277), (also 14), could not find in an experimental way 
that a dog knew how to count. Piatt (76) is impressed with 
the discrimination of dogs. He had one which separated a calf 
of the household from a drove of his neighbor's cattle. Many 
say the dog has idea of time. Warner (99) says his dog has 
little if any idea of number and cannot compute the passing of 
time. Lindsay (63.11.393) uses the illustration of Landseer's 
dog (in begging of his deaf father would always bark louder) 
to  show that he knows man's infirmities. But other dogs bark 
in degrees of loudness, when such conditions do not follow. 
Morgan (71.200) makes use of the anecdotes of dogs calling 
others to their assistance. Buchner (14) quotes Duncker of a 
dog in Pyrmont, which duty it was to watch the stock, and 
especially the poultry. He used to hunt hidden eggs and bring 
them to the kitchen. H e  once laid one on the sofa instead of 
the stone floor as usual owing to the imprisoned chick that was 
in it. He assisted the chick out with his tongue, and became 
its nurse. Dr. Bardeen ( 6 )  speaks of a dog at the University 
where he took his medical course, having had a silver fistula 
for the purpose of obtaining the gastric juice. The cork came 
out and the  dog kept himself on his back while the food was 
digesting in his stomach. Robinson (81) quotes Dr. S. T. 
Pruen as reporting a dog's going to leeward side to get the 
scent, then the Skye standiug wagging his tail to line up the 
pack, then jumping in and running out the rabbit. Romanes 
(84.457) of a dog's act of inference in tracking his master who 
had three possible ways of going. Having smelled for the trail 
on two of the ways, he went off on the third without smelling. 
Houzeau's dogs went where from the natural dope of the land 
there should be water, but came back disappointed at not find- 
ing a drink. He  believes they reason in some form (48.265). 
H e  compares the dog's powers to a child of one year. To  use 
Morgan's method, most of these examples of reasoning may be 
explaiued in some other manner. He  says (71.271) that if a 
shepherd's dog watching a flock were closely observed it would 
be seen how well the dog knows and responds to the signal of 
the master, and how completely all initiation is in the master's 
mind. Schopenhauer (4) is quoted as denying reason to ani- 
mals. James in his Principles says about dog reasoning: 
' ' The mental process involved may, as a rule, be perfectly 
accounted for by mere contiguous association based on experi- 
ence.'' Ribot (78.30) says that it consists of a heritage of 
concrete or generic images, adapted to a determined end, inter- 
mediary between the precepts and the acts. They reason by a 
generic image and lack substitution (79). To this he thinks 
James and Romanes would agree. These latter opinions seem 
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478 CY NO-PSY CHOSES. 
to be the safest from the standpoint of most recent study, but 
it appears not to be the most pleasing consideration to most of 
the genuine dog enthusiasts. 
There are a few cases of orientation in dogs which seemed 
to make an impression upon the children. None of the cases 
were of the extreme type of finding the way over a country 
which they had never before been, as will be noticed in the 
examples. 
G., 11. If I ever wanted to go any place where mother used to take 
me, Beast took me, because he remembered the place, and brought me 
safely home. G.,  12. He had visited friends in Trenton (N. J.), and 
so one morning he went down to the station (Steelton, Pa.), got on 
the right train, and went to visit the same people. 
Grant Allen ( 2 )  refers to a hound which had been sent 
from County Dublin to County Meath, thence, long afterwards, 
to Dublin town where he broke loose and completed the third 
side of the triangle, not before traversed, that he might get 
home. Dr. Oswald (74) made elaborate experiments upon 
dogs, taking them drugged and at  night, 60 miles from where 
they had ever been, and in a short time they came home. He 
believes in a special sense of orientation. Romanes (84.468) 
refers to a case of a dog’s having hunted his master by train. 
Dyce (88), a famous Edinburgh dog, fell out of the military 
train in India and was supposedly lost, but he appeared a t  the 
next station. Monteith (70) mentions a blind dog which was 
taken to a place six miles from home, and she found her way 
home to San Diego. Ouida (75) has a Pomeranian, quite 
blind and deaf, which is instantly aware of her preFence, and 
‘‘ follows her about with unerring accuracy.” Mills (69) 
observed a dog totally blind, which knew every regular thing 
in the room, but ran against any new objects. Smell has been 
suggested as an explanation for sense of location, direction, etc., 
with dogs ; others admit that we do not know ; while a few be- 
lieve in a special sense. Helen Keller (56.119) may throw 
some light on the question when she says : “ It is fun to try 
to steer ( a  boat) by the scent of water grasses and lilies, and 
of bushes that grow on the shore.” But this offers no clue to 
many of the cases enumerated. 
6. Intuition. There is a certain power apparently recog- 
nized to exist in a dog, which, on the one hand may be 
classed as power of inference, yet in another sense it is more 
nearly like what some psychologists have styled, intuition, or 
a means of knowing very many things intuitively. The classi- 
fication is difficult to make, and without fine discriminations 
they are here offered. 
G., 9. When I lie down and 
pretend I am going to sleep, he pulls my hair. B.,  11. When I am 
5. 
B., 14. He would pretend he was sick. 
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CY NO-PSY CHOSES . 479 
mad and going to give it a licken, he understands what I say. G., 12. 
When he hears that he must o to the shed he hides somewhere. G., 12. 
When about to be punished for disobedience he would sit up and wink 
his eyes very hard until the tears ran down his face. G., 12. When we 
speak of him he goes over and lays his big head on our lap. G., 12. 
When he is tied in the yard he will watch how we tie the knot, and in 
about half an hour he will be running around the pard having a fine 
time. G., 12. He sometimes lies on the floor with his two paws over 
his ears pretending to be sick. But as soon as I say ‘ Come, Ro wants 
some medicine,’ and give him some milk, he is all right, angcomee 
around loving and kissing me. B., 13. He wants to be in everything. 
Papa took some pictures of the frozen and icy scenery about the home 
one day, and the dog was determined to be in every one of them. B., 
13. Every time the milk man would come he would run out to the 
gate and look back to see if my mother was coming. He did it be- 
cause when shecame in she would give him some milk. G., rg. When 
he had done wrong and I punished him he walked away, but soon he 
came back, extended his front paw as if to shake and make up. G., 15. 
If we caught two rats in a trap, and let them out at once, he would 
grab and bite one enough to disable it, then he would grab the other, 
never letting either of them get away. He would overtake us 
and be at the place we were going before we could arrive. G., -. If 
any one was playing with him and laughing, he would take on a very 
funny expression which was jusf like a smile. G., -. He seemed to 
understand every thing I said to him. I f  I told him he was a bad dog 
he would come cringing up to me with his head and tail down. If I 
told him that he was a good dog, up went his head, and he would jum 
around and try to show his joy. G., -. He would lie on the con& 
like a child until all the family had looked at him. 
It is doubtless the recognition of such power that prompted 
Dickens to characterize Bullseye, Bill Sikes’ dog in Oliver 
Twist, as knowing the real character of Sikes when he intended 
to kill the dog, which always managed to keep away from Sikes 
just far enough. Lee (59) says he knows and shuns his eoe- 
mies. Many believe animals know the difference between in- 
tention and make-believe. Westcott (102) reports that a dog 
having heard his master threaten to shoot him. never again be- 
came the friend of the man. Dyer (30) gives report of folk 
lore in regard to the dog which would be easily connected with 
this idea, namely, that the dog knows approaching danger and 
foretells it. The howling of a dog under a window foretells 
death. Pausanias relates how, before the destruction of the 
Messenians, the dogs set up a fiercer howl than usual. And 
Vergil, speaking of the Roman misfortunes in the Pharsalic war 
says : Obscoenique canes, importunaeque volucres, Signa da- 
bant. Capitolinus tells how dogs howling presaged the death 
of Maximus (30). Among the Highlanders of Scotland there 
is a feeling that if a dog passes between a couple to be married, 
or jumps over a cofh.  he must be killed (30). The dog as 
the omen of death, exists in German mythology (58), in France 
(58), and at least in parts of Pennsylvania. In Formosa, when 
the dog howls the people have the priest come, for some mem- 
G., 16. 
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480 CY NO-PSY CHOSES. 
ber of the family is about to die (58). Courmelles (29.236) 
says, too, that every time the dog paws the ground, eats grass, 
and paws in barking, it is a sure sign of rain. Lindsay (63.1. 
153) says that the dog has premonitions of death, danger, and 
misfortune. 
Romanes cites Spencer as observing that his dog associated 
the fetching of game with the pleasure of the master, and she 
would perform this act of propitiation even with a leaf. He 
believes it similar to certain fetichistic observances (86.155). 
The Spectator (I 10) says they do tricks to please the master, 
and are sometimes guilty of affectation to attract pity and get 
petted. A dog will limp long after necessity, if by that means 
it gets petted. Hutchinson ( 5 5 )  speaks of offending the per- 
sonal dignity of a dog by watching him. Lindsay (63.1.295) 
says he has a feeling of shame, and is susceptible to praise 
and blame. 
8. Communication. Almost unanimous is the expression of 
the returns in favor of the dog’s ability to understand. He 
understands voice, facial expression, gesture, and pitch. 
“ Hunters and shepherds know that dogs understand exactly 
their speech,” says Langkavel (58). H. Carrington Bolton 
(8) says that in India the natives carry on conversation with 
their bullocks, and that “speechless animals doubtless compre- 
hend the tone of voice, expression of face, and gesture.” He  
observes that man pays an unconscious tribute to the dog by 
addressing him with words of ordinary speech, while in ad- 
dressing other domestic animals he uses terms which he never 
uses in speaking to his fellows. He might have included the 
language addressed to children by the folk. Generally, train- 
ers and others use few words, and the children do likewise. 
Substantives and verbs only, are used, as Hachet-Souplet sug- 
gest. (43.107). I t  has been observed that Englisli dogs are 
stupid in France, because they do not know the accent (16), 
which would imply that manner of expresssion likewise assists, 
although Romanes (85.99) relates that the dog of his friend 
Prof. Yeo distinguished between “ paid for ” and I ‘  pinafore.” 
Warner (99) admits what is a common feeling in our returns, 
that his dog understands him better than he understands his 
dog. Brehm (10.210) has observed that he knows the lan- 
guage of the eyes and face, and Letourneau (62) goes so far 
as  to say that the dog understands the language of different ani- 
mals. Monteith (70) speaks of a dog which knows what 
people are talking about. 
That the dog talks is almost as thoroughly denied, although 
most will admit that he has the power of communicating cer- 
tain ideas and needs. In the representative expressions which 
follow, it will be seen that the dog’s language is very similar to 
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CYNO-PSY CHOSES. 48 I 
the human modes of expression, beiug by modulation of the 
barks; succession of barks; by the eye; or by general bodily 
attitudes, the tail playing no small part. 
B., 7. I think it said, “ I  want my dinner.” G., 9. Said, “good 
morning” one day when I came home from school. G., 10. He comes 
to  me waiting for his meal. He 
stands on his hind legs and barks. B., 10. H e  can talk in his way, 
that  is, to whine. B., 11. Hecariact in theshow and can talk. G., 12. 
H e  can almost talk with his eyes. G., 12. At times one could almost 
imagine his asking for a drink by the expression in his eyes and his 
actions. B., 12. He can talk in one sense. When he  wants a drink 
he  will sit a t  my feet and look into my face and bark as  tlionph he  
says, “ I want a drink.” B., 13. By actions hecan make himself un- 
derstood. B., 13. H e  would bark in a different way when he  wants 
me. G., 13. 
When you are eating, and he would like to have some, his eyes look 
so pleading as  if to  say ‘please may I have some.’ G.. 13.  He says 
‘ please ’ by growling. B., 14. One means of making himself under- 
stood is by talking with his tail. Any one who has a dog caii very 
easily tell by the movement of his tail what he tries to say. B., 14. 
Talks with his eyes and tail. G., IS. Taught him to hold a book and 
bark as if reading. G., 17. He seems to  he able to  talk with his eyes. 
While the curve of belief in talk gradually declines with the 
age of the child, like that in the study of the crow, the bark 
has made an impression that seems to develop the confidence 
of children, and there is a pretty general feeling, since barking 
is an acquisition of the dog in domestication. [See Darwin (25. 
27) ,  and Evaus (31.219)], that it is his improved method of 
thought expression. Bannister (5) and others call attention to 
the fact that the Esquimaux dog does not bark. Some relation 
similar must be felt by the Hawaiians, among whom there is a 
belief that men, on account of their evil deeds, may lose their 
voices, and must, for punishment, bark like dogs ( 5 8 ) .  Hachet- 
Souplet say (43.105)  : “ I t  seems that barking is an imita- 
tiou of human speech, and such is their flexibility that they 
express shades of feeling iinderstood by their masters. Anger 
is distinguished from joy  ; pain has a distinct lamentation ; 
ennui can be known.” Darwin expressed the same idea much 
earlier (27.84) .  The inhabitants of the Gold Coast formerly 
believed that the European dogs could talk ” (58). Iu Unyoro 
it is believed that the dog is endowed with speech. Lindsay 
(63.1.355)  quotes Sir Walter Scott as entertaining the belief 
that the intercommunicatioo of thought between man and the 
dog is capable of much improvement. The whole idea that 
there is ability to communicate is, perhaps, one of the reasons 
that the dog is so companionable to men; and Hood, in his 
Bachelor’s Dream, has illustrated it reasonably well. 
Habitual signs of special dogs are interesting, and have been 
noticed by the children. 
I hold up  a bone and say ‘speak.’ 
G. ,  13. He cannot talk by articulation, but by signs. 
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482 CYNO-PSY CHOSES. 
G., 10. When it wants a drink it goes to the sink and stands up, and 
then barks. B., 14. When it wanted you to  get a drink it would bark 
and claw you, and then run to its dish and bark. G., 14. Whenever it 
wanted a drink it would put its fore feet up  to the sink and whine un- 
til some one gave it a drink. G., 14. I t  would hunt  for things stored 
up, and it would sneeze for them. G., 14. When he  wanted a drink 
he went to the spigot and pawed on i t  until some one gave him a drink. 
G., 15. If you ask him if he wanted some candy or peanuts, he would 
hunt  through your pockets for them. G.,-. When he wanted anything 
he would paw a t  my clothing, then go in the direction to  which he  
wanted me to go. G.,- .  When Sport wished a drink of water he  would 
go  to the  pump which was in the back-yard, and whine until some one 
gave him a drink. G.,--. He would crawl all over the floor when he  
wanted to  be taken out. When given permission he would go and get 
his blanket, carrying it in his mouth to  have i t  put on. 
Cornish (23.320) says a terrier can almost transform his 
whole body into an animated note of interrogation. He  gives 
an account of a retriever in London directing a team by taking 
the driver’s glove and running ahead to where it was to go. 
Romanes (85.100) describes how a dog outside of his house 
went in to arouse another from sleep, that the two might go 
out after a cart which was passing. The same author (84.425) 
speaks of a dog which had been taught to knock at  a knocker 
to get in. Mr. Rae (Nature, Vol. XIX,  p. 459) describes how 
a dog would ring a bell to call the servant. Romanes (85.99) 
gives an instance of a dog’s wanting a drink when the servant 
was busy, so the dog took the drinking cup to the servant. 
He  believes that the panting habit of some dogs is a gesture 
sign. 
11. Interest in emotions. No one to my knowledge will 
deny emotions to dogs. When it progresses to the extent of a 
religious and moral sense, perhaps more will deny than admit. 
De Courmelles (29.314) enumerates in ascending order in 
animals, the feelings which he believes to exist, as  follows :- 
timidity, surprise, astonishment, fear, conservation of the in- 
dividual and the species, sexual attractions, paternal affection, 
the fighting instinct, recognition of offspring, sociability, 
jealousy, anger, joy, affection, sympathy, emulation, vanity, 
resentment, love of show, appearance, terror, chagrin, hate, 
cruelty, benevolence, vengeance, rage, honesty, remorse, de- 
ceit, and laughter. It is 
not to be supposed that all these should be seen by the children, 
in their pets, nor would it be surprising if the author were un- 
able to draw the lines and give the differentiations up the 
scale, that this list would seem to promise. 
Those feelings which have especially interested the children 
are :- 
I .  joy. Joy is expressed in the dog by jumping up and 
down; running around; his eyes have a characteristic look; he 
The last, he believes, is very rare. D
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 483 
wags his tail rapidly; curls it up on his back like a plume; 
curls up his upper lip ; and he barks with quick, short barks. 
2. Sadness is much less frequent, and is shown by a limp 
tail. 
B., 9. My dog showed that it was happy by jumping up and down. 
G., 10. Happy when he sees us come from school. B., 11. Very sorry 
on my leaving. On my return he wags his tail and barks. G., 12. 
His eyes showed that he was very glad. B., 12. When he wags his 
tail he is happy, and when his tail is down he is sad. G., 13. When 
he is happy his tail curls upajust like a plume over his back, but when 
he is unhappy, it is left hanging limp, right behind his back. G., 16. 
He will bark, wag his tail, and curl up his upper lip just as though he 
were laughing when we come back to him. G., -. When Rover was 
glad he would leap up and down and wag his tail hard, and bark with 
quick, short barks. 
A comparison of these returns with Darwin’s I‘ Emotions ” 
(26), would show that there is but slight difference of opin- 
ion, if any. 
3. Fear has been observed, but it is not supposed that it 
should be frequent with children in relation to their pets. 
B., 12. He is afraid of water, smoke, and fire. B., 13. He was very 
much afraid of thunder. On hearing it he would crouch under the 
table. 
Fears of special things, too, have beeu noticed. One such 
dog was afraid of a broom, supposedly because his former 
mistress used it as a reminder. Romanes (86,155) speaks of 
a dog being afraid of a stick after being hurt by it. He re- 
cords Darwin’s observation on the conduct of a dog when he 
drew away from him a hoisted umbrella. Galton (39.215) 
goes a step further in suggesting a related feeling of curiosity 
to investigate, referring to the attention that a strange dog at- 
tracts. Spencer (86.156) believes dog fears are due to a sense 
of the mysterious ; that the dog’s knowledge of causation is 
like that of primitive man. Lindsay (63.223) under dog sup- 
erstitions, classifies what may be observed as fears under (I) 
excessive reverence or fear ; (2) false worship ; (3) belief in 
what is absurd without evidence ; and (4) idolatry of the un- 
known and mysterious. 
The dog is an ardent lover of his master, evidence 
of which is expressed in the following methods : 
“It runs to me; ‘ I  B., 8. “the way it plays with me; ” ‘ I  be- 
cause it wags its tail when it sees me;” “he  jumps up on me;”  
B., 9. “he would bite the boy that would hit mejI” “runs and plays 
with me;” “does every thing I tell i t ;  ” G., 9. wanted to be with 
me all the time; ” “licks m y  face and hands; ” “jumps up on me 
whenever I go in the house; ’’ I ‘  shakes his tail when he sees me; ” 
I ‘  when it gets in my lap it whines and cries; I ’  G., 10. “followed me 
everywhere ; I ’  nearly goes wild jumping up on me after I have been 
away;” “jumps in my lapand looks into my face;” “rubs him- 
self against my dress ; )’ (( wants to get near me and lick my face ; ’’ 
4. 
G., 8. 
Love. 
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484 CY NO-PSY CHOSES. 
“protects me;’’ “licks my feet, wags its tail, and jumps all over 
me ; ” B., 10. “ always whines when I go away ; ’’ “ followed me, and 
protected me from danger; ’’ “speaks to me for food ; ” “almost 
knocks me down.” 
Darwin ( 2 6 )  says the dog shows affection by the head and 
whole body lowered, the tail extended and wagging from side 
to side, the ears down and backward, and the whole appearance 
of the face altered. The lips are loose, the hair is smooth. 
They rub against their masters, lick their hands, faces, and 
ears; originating perhaps, in the habit of females licking their 
puppies. He (27) relates how a little timid dog, too weak to 
defend a lady receiving a pretended beating, returned after- 
wards to lick her mistress’ face and try to comfort her. Mr. 
Hogg, Kingsley in Hypatia, Tuberville (61)  and George Eliot, 
have interested themselves in the dog’s love. 
Oc- 
casionally a sharp distinction is drawn between love and like, 
doubtless as taught in some text-books on grammar. These 
have an advocate in Adrian Leonard, quoted by Menault (68). 
He pretends that the dog does not love his master, but that he 
sees in his master the means of conservation, claiming that fear 
is the motive which prompts him to lick the hands of his mas- 
ter; and the instinct of preservation his general ruling motive. 
The other idea is the strong one, and has been of great educa- 
tional value, as may be seen elsewhere. 
Closely related to love is the feeling of jealousy 
observed by the children approaching adolescence. This is 
shown in most cases by growling, snapping, biting, and various 
forms of monopolies. The cause has been: another dog, a 
child, or other substitutions. The result is invariably ill 
temper. 
G., 13. I had a friend stopping with me, of which he  was very jeal- 
ous. One morning we were weeding the garden, and he came and 
jumped at  her and bit her arm. B., 15. He was a very jealous dog 
and the only time I ever saw him fight another dog was when I petted 
or spoke kindly to  it. Then he would growl and fight the dog until 
he  ran away from me. G.,-. Whenever he  saw me petting another 
dog or cat, he  would come to me and cry until I would pet him. G., 11. 
Snowball, a strange dog, jumped into papa’s lap. Rob grew jealous 
and jumped up  with all feet. B., 15. If any one comes to our house 
with a baby she will jump on my lap, for fear I will nurse i t ,  for she 
is very jealous of babies. G., 16. When my little sister was born he  
was very jealous to think she was petted so much and we did not 
notice him as much as we used to. G., 15. The mother dog finally 
became jealous of her own pup. 
Cornish (23),  Romanes (84), Hutchinson (52) and Dr. 
Stables, have been impressed by jealousies which they saw in 
dogs of their own. It is reported as authentic ( z o ) ,  how a 
single gentleman enjoyed the companionship of a golden collie. 
Some of the children do not believe the dog does love. 
5 .  -1ealousy. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 485 
Not long after marriage the wife’s only means of self defense, 
owing to jealousy, was to drowu the dog in a desperate strug- 
gle in which he had forced her into a canal not far from their 
country home. 
The highest level of sympathy of the order of 
carnivora, says Sutherland (g6.1.330), is found in the dog. 
He  believes the greater part to have been acquired by contact 
with man, yet he recognizes the companionableness of wild 
puppies tamed by Australian natives, and of wolves by North 
American Indians. This emotion is observed by children of 
every age, and may be a trait which makes the dog such a 
popular pet. Kingsley recognizes it in his Bran of Hypatia. 
In  the picture of the murder of the Princess de Lomballe, by 
Gerard, a dog of this period-the reign of terror-appears. 
He  has a teuder heart. His eyes rest with pity on the princess. 
I n  the older pictures of the crucifixion, a dog is in the scene to 
pity. 
B., 8. He pities, for when I cry 
it tries to comfort me. G., 10. I t  feels sorry for me when I am sick, 
or have the cold. G., 11. It shows pity by lying down beside me and 
wagging its tail. B., 11. When any one is crying he sits down in front 
of him, on his hind legs, and looks him in the face. G., 13. Some- 
times if you are sitting very quiet it will come up and lick you as if 
it were pitying you. G.,-. Was sorry when he saw any one else sad. 
One day I was crying, and he csme and smuggled u close to me and 
tried to kiss me. G.,-.  Whenever I cried, he lickeamy hand as if to 
express pity. G.,-. She sympathized with any who were ill, and 
often when I was crying she would put her nose in my hand and stand 
still, or else lick my hand. G.,-. Carlo showed pity. Once he car- 
ried a bloody kitten into the kitchen and wanted the maid to care for 
it. G.,-. When my brother died, Tip used to come and lie at my 
feet and look at me as much as to say that he was sorry. When I 
spoke to him he would come into my lap and lick my hands, and try 
to lick my face. 
Antipathies are recognized by the children, but none of 
them seem to be in any sense natural. The reason is almost 
always suggested, depending upon a wrong committed, and 
the remembrance of the same. 
B., 12. Will not catch our chickens, but will catch other people’s 
chickens. B., 15. Good to his friends, cross to others. G., 15. I could 
tease him and he would not snap at me, but he would snap at others. 
G., 12. He was caught by the dog catcher, who was a negro. Ever 
since then he will not let a negro in the house. G.,-. TWO postmen 
came to our house, one of whom he liked, the other he did not. One 
day the one he liked came, but he mistook him for the other at first, 
and ran down the steps and barked. When he discovered his mis- 
take, he dropped his head and put his tail between his legs. B.,-. 
Had a dog that would not allow a peddler, or any one with bundles in 
the yard. 
Allen (2) believes it is smell that produces some antipathies, 
referring to the idea that the s p a r  of the negro will drive the 
6. Pi&. 
G., 7. Pities me when I get hurt. 
7. 
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486 CY NO-PSYCHOSES. 
bloodhound mad. He knew one in Jamaica that could not en- 
dure the colored servant that usually fed him. A writer in 
Chambers’ Journal (17) says that Eastern dogs have an aver- 
sion to Western travellers, “ while the vile Arab, tattered or 
leprous, may pass within an inch of their nose without com- 
ment.” Cornish (23) and Jesse (54) say that dogs have an- 
tipathies to cripples and ragged beggars. Romanes (86.187) 
quotes Dr. Huggins in a case of inherited antipathy to butchers, 
running through several generations of dogs. Scott makes the 
dog Roswal in the Talisman, hate the traitor, and intimates 
that a dog has antipathies for such characters. Cumming (24) 
calls attention to the idea that antipathies to nationalities have 
been employed by the French in the South Tunisian campaign 
in 1881, repeatedly giviug the alarm ere his human comrade 
suspected danger,-saying that the dog knew whether it was 
a Turko or an Arab. Lindsay (63.11.279) says that dogs 
have a strong repugnance to dog stealers, killers, or catchers. 
According to Cornish (23.166), belief in animal antipathies is 
ancient; as that of the otter versus the crocodile, the unicorn 
versus the elephant, the dragon versus the hart. He makes 
the broad statement that all monkeys hate a negro. 
I t  is thought by some that the dog is cynomorphic in his 
attitude toward all externalities, his human companions and 
associates being considered in his own pack, and his master 
the “ boss” of it. The fact that he hides a bone given to him, 
Robinson (82) thinks is proof of this. Many dog antipathies 
would be explained by them from this point of view. 
A few have observed that weather and physical comfort 
or discomfort have their effects upon the disposition of the pet. 
In  the summer time she is rather cross, but other times she 
is very happy. B., 14. He is very cross during the hot weather, and 
fights every animal he meets. G. ,  12. Sometimes bad, but when he is 
fed he is all right again. B. ,  IS. He had 
streaks for badness, like any boy or girl. G.,-. When he is hungry 
he is a little cross. 
Chambers (21 ) , Mills, and writers generally upon dogs’ 
diseases, have observed that rabies is more frequent in warm 
than in cold weather. Charles Warren (roo) has collected 
some important statistics relative to London dogs, which show 
that in hot weather madness is from four to five times the min- 
imum of that in cold weather. The effect of hunger upon the 
disposition of any animal needs no comment. 
Howl- 
ing, to many, has been poetically called music. Some actually 
enjoy it in silence, others are pleased with parts and displeased 
at  others. Some seem to fear sounds of most descriptions, and 
the children have been puzzled to know how to interpret the 
8. 
G., 13. 
G.,  12. Very cross when ill. 
9. Varied is the opinion of the dog’s musicaC sense. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 487 
dog’s conduct in many cases. I t  is doubtless true that there is 
much individual difference on the part of children and dogs. 
G., 9. Likes music very much. G., 10. If thei‘e is any music out- 
side she will always sing with it. G., 10. When I play on the piano 
he barks. G., 11. Sometimes he  hears a horn blowing and he throws 
his head back and sings. B., 11. A beautiful musician. B., 11. He 
does not like music. I t  he hears any one making music he  will sit 
down and howl a sad tune. He will do the same when the fire-whistle 
blows. B., 12. Were at a parade one day and the band scared him, 
for I have not seen him since. G., 14. When a band is passing and 
Bob hears it, or i f  he hears a bugle, he  will sing because he does not 
like that  kind of music. G., 14. If a man would come around with a n  
organ she would stop what she was doing, and set u p  a howl. B., 14. 
When mamma plays the organ it sings. B., 15. Sings only to  accom- 
G.,-. Whenever I played the  organ in  the summer 1 e would come u p  on the porch and howl. I thought he enjoyed the 
music, but papa said it worried him. G.,-. Unlike other dogs, when 
he heard music, he sat perfectly still, with erect ears. G.,-. Set u p  piteoUs howling when my brother played the  harmonica. G.,-. My 
riend had a dog that  would always sing when she played the piano. 
Baker’s (3) study of the effect of music on caged animals, 
may help to explain. He concludes that soft music is more 
pleasureable than lively jigs ; that females are more attentive 
than males ; that nocturnal mammals are more interested than 
diurnal birds. His experiments were made when the house 
was lighted by electricity, and his music made after dark. 
Evans (31.343) describes a St. Bernard belonging to his friend, 
which used to lie quietly when the violoncello was played, 
until his master struck up a certain tune, when the dog imme- 
diately and invariably sat up on his haunches and began to 
howl. Evans does not believe that the howling indicates that 
the sound is painful. Darwin (27.569) reports a letter he re- 
ceived of Mr. Peach, who has repeatedly found an old dog of 
his howl when B flat is sounded on the flute, but at no other 
note. Romanes and Huggins (86.94) have noticed dogs 
which accompanied a song, following the prolonged notes of 
the human voice with some approximation to unison, and to 
the notes of an organ, respectively. Alix (1.365) knows a 
dog which accompanies, very well, his mistress when she runs 
the scales on the piano. Dr. Weir (101.112) believes the 
dogs voice is “exceedingly” pleasing to himself as when 
“baying the moon,” of which he feels certain from the fact 
that he always selects the same place for this sport. In the 
“ Taming of the Shrew,” one of Shakspere’s points with the 
hounds was their ability to contribute tunefully and sonorously 
to the cry. “ The triple-headed hound of hell ’’ appreciated 
music. A dog is carved upon the sarcophagus, seated beside 
the chair of Phedra while the musician is dispensing music 
(57.14). These latter recognitions seem to suggest that the 
any the  piano. 
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488 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
dog has long been regarded as enjoying music, and as having 
some ability to execute a music of his own. 
The curve of 6eZiP.f in n dog conscience a t  eight years, 
is about a t  15% with both sexes, rises almost regularly, until 
a t  1 1  with boys, and 12 with girls, it reaches its maximum of 
3 3 9  %, then declines to about 23% for both at fourteen, when 
it again rises. It will be observed that never more than a 
third are positive upon this point. A few indicate that dogs 
mature into this power, but that puppies do not possess it. 
Many mention the symptoms, such as hanging the head, hiding, 
penitent eyes, and the like, as will be seen in the following re- 
cords. 
Knows right and wrong, for when it gets cross it is very sorry 
afterwards. G.. 9. He does not know right and wrong yet, because he  
is not big enough. R.,  10. When I scold him he goes and hides be- 
cause he  knows he has done wrong. G., 12. If he gets up on a chair 
near the table and any one comes in the room, he runs out with his 
tail between his legs. H e  knows it is not right for him to be there, 
hence he sueaks out. G., 12. When I have punished him for having 
done wrong he conies along with his paws and puts them in my hand. 
H e  wants me to forgive for what he has done. G., 12. There is always 
such a penitent look in his large brown eyes, one finds it almost im- 
possible to punish him for his faults. B., 12. When she does what 
she thinks we don’t want her to do, she comes up  to us and rolls on 
her back, and does everything she can to  make up.with us. G., 12. 
One day he killed a bird, and he tried to hide it, but we saw i t  and we 
locked him in the doghouse and did not give him any supper. B., 12. 
At first he was bad and we licked him, and now he knows right and 
wrong. R., 14. He does not like to  look me in the facewhen he has done 
wrong; he also puts his tail between his legs. B., 15. When he has 
done wrong he will either look sheepish, or slide off under the stove 
where he will stay until he thinks you have forgotten about it. G., 15. 
Drops his ears and hangs out his tongue when he has done wrong. 
G.,-. Not being allowed to lie in the cozy corner on my cushions, 
when found in the act he would immediately walk out of the  room in 
a dejected manner, evidently ashamed of himself. G.,-. Would look 
up into my face and cry when he had done wrong. 
A writer (108) suggests that the dog includes a sentiment 
not unlike in ourselves we call religious. He  has an imperfect 
worship, and noble impulses, but he is not responsible for bad, 
nor commendable for good. Evans (31.98) quotes Wayland, 
Hickok, and the Jesuit Victor Cathrein, as denying moral 
faculty to animals. Lindsay, Houzeau, and Sutherland, are 
positive of a dog conscience. Warner (99) says his dog fre- 
quently does things he knows to be wrong. “ H e  seems to 
struggle in his nature to know whether he will please himself 
or me.” Darwin (27.  I O ~ ) ,  “ I agree with Agajsiz that dogs 
possess something very like a conscience.” It is to be pre- 
sumed that all that may be included as conscience may be ex- 
plained as a process of training to know what is allowed and 
what is forbidden by the master, but this same law might 
cover most of what is thus catalogued with human beings. 
10. 
G.,  8. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 489 
111. Interest in dog activities. Having observed what are 
the intellectual and emotional types in which our children and 
others have been interested, we shall turn to the activities in 
which special interest has been shown, or that are believed in. 
Among the doings of dogs one is able to find some of the 
traits which are the results of training into purely human quali- 
ties. Children seem to enjoy those activities most like their 
own, and are fond of thus training their dogs. At adolescence 
some differentation seems to come, and a desire to have him do 
thiugs for which he is adapted. I t  is needless to say that the 
dog’s intelligence is largely based upon what he can do, and 
his whole range of feeling is to some extent determined in his 
activities. Some things he does must naturally be considered 
under the sociologic aspxts of the study, however, as will be 
seen. 
I. G., 8. He would get into the  river and catch frogs. 
G., 12. H e  never catches birds. B., 12. H e  caught a fox 
when my brother was out hunting with him. B., 12. As a sportin 
dog he is great. B., 14. He and I killed over 200 rats one winter, a n 8  
many rabbits. B., 16. He has caught four opossums, a remarkable 
thing for a pug dog. B., 12. H e  will track rabbits and scare u p  birds, 
and if you shoot them he will bring them to you. B., 12. The good 
thing about this dog is that  i t  will go into the brush and weeds and 
other things and chase the rabbits out. B., 12. I put  him in the box 
while the children lifted the  lid. It was not a n  eye’s wink before out  
of the box came Dewey, with a mouse in his mouth. B., 12. I like 
him because he  chases foxes. 
This activity is more in evidence with boys than girls. How- 
ever, the curve rises in both cases, very rapidly with the boys, 
after the age of thirteen, at that age it being but 12% and 6 5 %  
respectively. This is one of the traits which Shakspere repeat- 
edly refers to. Scott, in “ The Chase,” has aroused much sen- 
timent, or has catered to a general interest in this sport. 
Their first activity in this direction was doubtless that they 
might assist in maintaining the tribes, after the real necessity 
of the dog to find his own food had ceased. The savages used 
dogs for hunting in Australia, New Guinea, among the Tehuel 
of Guanaco, in America, in Matto Grasso, in Ecuador. Na- 
tives of Haiti raised a breed of small dogs for hunting on 
the island (58). Before the time of Columbus, Tarumas had 
hunting dogs which were kept in a cage when not in use. 
Homer refers to “ ferocious dogs ” following the wild boar (57). 
Romanes (86.227) believes some dogs instinctively hunt, but 
that the young dogs learn it by imitating their elders. 
Activities showing a fixed habit have been of interest to 
children. We cannot examine all of them but the opening of 
doors is one which has been especially impressed. Lloyd Mor- 
gan (7 I. 144) makes the observation that his dog opens a gate 
Hunting. 
H e  is good. 
2. 
6 
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490 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
in the same manner every time he does it, thus calling attention 
to uniformity of action by means of that and other activities, 
after he once finds a means whereby the activity can be done. 
He says : “ I n  lifting the latch of the garden gate he always 
did it in the way he accidently discovered it could be done.” 
Hobhouse, in Evolution of Mind, contends that attention is 
necessary to this learning process. This uniformity of acts, 
seems to have been observed by many of the children, as will 
be seen. 
B., 9. H e  can 
knock his tail against the door when i t  wants to  come in. B., 9. 
When he wants to  get out he  sticks his nose in the crack of the door 
and opens it. G., 11. When he wants in a room he will scratch on the 
door with his foot. G., 12. When he  was hungry he knocked at  the  
door. G., 12. When he is out in the yard and wants to  get in he  
stands up  and takes one of his paws, lifts the latch, and walks in. 
G., 13. He can open any door if it  is not locked. G., 13. When he 
wanted to get out into the yard he  would go to the back door, and cry 
to get out, and stand on his hind legs. G., 13. When he  is a t  the sea- 
shore and wants to come in the yard and the gate is latched, he stands 
u p  and supports himself on the stationary part of the fence, and with 
the other paw he pulls the  latch open. B., 14. When Frank was shut  
u p  in the  barn he would push a box u p  to the door, lift the  hook with 
his nose, and secure his liberty. G., 17. H e  would stand on his hind 
feet, and with the  front feet rattle the door knob to go out or in. 
Monteith (70) observes that Toots, his dog, opens a door by 
drawing himself back to give himself sufficient momentum. 
“He learned it by opening a screen door in which his tail 
would be pinched unless he went out with enough speed.” 
How much we make use of our own meridian is seen by 
the anthropomorphic element in dog activities, which forms a spe- 
cial interest. Brehm (10.210) notes that the dog can dance, 
drum, walk a rope, mount guard, take and defend fortresses, 
shoot off pistols. turn the spits, take his master’s slippers, 
take his hat off, bring the slippers, and even attempt to take 
his shoes off. Thiugs similar to this, and with some greater 
variety are of special interest to children, and receive very fre- 
quent mention. The interest is high with both boys and girls, 
46% per cent. of each sex mentioning these traits at age of 
nine. then rising rapidly and steadily until at  14 with boys it 
reaches its maximum of 80% %, and a t  15 its maximum with 
girls being 85%. For convenience in examining them, three 
divisions have been made. 
a. Acrobatic. B., 7. Stood on the top of a broom. G., 9. Jumps 
over a stick three feet high, and jumps through your arms when you 
would hold them like a ring. G., 10. It will roll over or lie down a t  
command. B., 10. When I say ‘‘up,” it will stand on its hind feet. 
B., 10. H e  could walk on hind feet, turn summersaults, and balance a 
lump of sugar on his nose. G., 11. Jump through a hoop when you 
roll it. G., 11. H e  would jump over the chair, lick my hand, and 
B., 9. H e  scratches a t  the  door until we let him in. 
3. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 49‘ 
walk the ladder. G., 11. Stand on hind legs and dance. B., 11. H e  
could throw a piece of  cake in the air and catch it on his nose. G., 
12. He folds arms to  jump over the candlestick. G., 12. When I say 
walk, he gets up  and walks around on his hind legs. B., 12. Taught 
him to ride “piggy back.” B., 13. He would climb a ladder. B., 13. 
He could jump over a stick three feet high, land on his hind feet and 
walk. B., 13. H e  would jump forward and backward over a rope. 
G.,-. Taught him to ride a horse. B., 12. H e  will toss a ball or a 
book on his nose. 
Francis Darwin (28 .92)  says of his father, in relation to 
Polly: “ M y  father used to make her catch biscuits off her 
nose, and had an affectionate and mock-solemn way of explain- 
ing to her beforehand that she must ‘ be a very good girl.’ ’’ 
Morgan (71 .147)  had his dog catch and find a ball. Groos 
(41.115) notices a striking case of this order. 
G., 9. Can sit up  for his dinner 
and d o  tricks. B., 9 If you say ‘charge’ he will lie down; ‘ jump,’ 
he would jump. B., 9. Can get a stick out of the woodpile if I tell 
him to. G., 10. Taught him to push doll coach, stand u p  in a corner 
and beg. B., 10. When he gets up  in the  morning he always washes 
himself. G., 11.  He cansit up  and bark for ‘ Princeton.’ G., 11. See- 
ing the girls sprinkle clothes he got up  and sprinkled the floor. G., 
19. He cannot do any tricks but rides on my sled with me, and lets 
me pull him. G., 11. He can walk, speak for his meals, put out a 
match, and jump. B., 12.  I have taught her to sit u p  with a basket 
on her arm, to pretend she is a dead dog, and to walk on her hind legs. 
B., 13. Taught many tricks. Told her to sit in a chair, which she did 
until I allowed her freedom. Would have her jump over objects, hav- 
ing trained her by having her catch a ball which I threw. G., 13. His 
cutest thing is wipiug his nose with his front paw. G., 13. If I sit in 
a chair he will get up  back of me and push me off. B., 14. It would 
sneeze when you told it to. G., 14. Used to  rock my little sister to 
sleep. 
c. More purely psychic in  appearance. G. ,  9. Jumps u p  on my lap 
and puts her head on my shoulder and cries. G.. 10. He will creep 
like a baby, roll over, and say his prayers. B., 10. Brightest thing 
was togreet  me when I came home from school. B., 12. He would 
sit in the attitude of prayer until we would s a y ‘  Amen.’ when he 
wonld get down. B., 12. The brightest thing he does is to try to  
play the organ. G., 13. I t  plays music with its two paws. G., 13. 
When I would enter the house he would sit on his hind legs and ex- 
tend his paw to me to shake hands. B., 14. He sits up  in a chair with 
glasses on his eyes, and a book iii his paws. G., 14. If I take him u p  
in my arms and tell hini to kiss me, he will lick all over my face. B., 
IS. If I would tell him to cry he would sit on  his haunches, put his 
fwepaws up  to his face and begin to cry. G., 15. He will play ‘dead 
dog,’ say his prayers, smoke a pipe, play fire department, play old 
woman G., 15. He would show how people went to church and said 
their prayers. G., 16. When we would go away he would always 
shake hauds with us. When we came home he was standing a t  the 
gate ready to shake hands again He 
would lean his head down on the top of the chair and keep it there 
while I said : ‘ Cats, dogs, peanuts, caudy, ice cream, cake, a big dog, 
Amen.’ B., 12. He begged by sitting up  on his hind legs and moving 
his front ones. B., 12. He would help blowout the light at night. 
G., 14. When you tell him to play the fiddle he  will scratch his side. 
6 .  Muscular anthropomorphisms. 
G.,-. Could say his prayers. 
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492 CYNO-PSY CHOSES. 
It will be seen that in these enumerations are found the pro- 
grammes into which show dogs are usually trained, and which 
receive so much applause from spectators. It represents the 
efforts to train dogs, that the feeling to have things act like 
ourselves, may be gratified. It represents standards which too 
frequently are set up to mark the intelligence of the animal 
kingdom generally, and the means of grading in school and in 
the world. This is the nature of the training which Charles 
Dudley Warner (99)  had in mind when he said that a dog 
had a hard time because he must develop as a dog and as a 
human being. But in this interest it may be that some hint 
at domestication may be found. In  all the activities of the 
dog, marked regularity is observed and impressed upon the 
child and adult alike, that aside from the effort made in fixing 
these acts into the dog organism the child is here impressed 
with the power and economy of habit, or of various organiza- 
tions of habits. If he should fail to observe it, this pet affords 
a golden opportunity for the parent and the teacher to impress 
the force, either for right or wrong, of the dominion of habits. 
PART C. ECONOMIC AND SOCIOLOGIC RELATIONS 
WITH THE DOG. 
We have thus far considered how the dog ranks with other 
pets in children’s interests ; the psychology of ownership and 
names as here in evidence; the interest seen in the physical 
well being of the pet, and what is perhaps the secret of the 
whole dog interest,-the character and type of mind and activi- 
ties which children and others have seen in him, and by which 
he has made himself the friend and ally of man. Our final 
consideration will be his dynamic relation, as he touches and 
reacts upon the child and the race, and vice versa, playing an 
important r61e in the civilization of the race, and in the devel- 
opment and harmonizing elements of the child. 
I. The pet doy’s most common animalcompanion to-day, and 
for many centuries, has been the cat. This animal relationship 
has interested the child and the race. I t  has been observed to 
vary from sheer indifference and strong friendships on the one 
hand, to permanent feuds on the other. The children say:- 
G., 14. He 
had one bad fault, and that was to chase cats. If he caught them he 
very often killed them. G., -. Used to carry our cat’s little kittens 
around the cellar in its mouth. G., 10. When I would say “Cats, 
Beauty” she would run, open the door, and jump up on the back to 
see if the cats were really there. B., 13. Found him asleep with the 
little kitten resting its head on his side. 
The puppyhood of Monteith’s dog ( 7 0 )  was passed in com- 
pany with a gray kitten, “whom he treated with respect and 
B., 14. He likes to fight cats, but does not fight dogs. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 493 
affection, never failing to impress a kiss on its nose when morn- 
ing came, or after a temporary separation.” Darwin (27.103) 
and others have noticed that dogs frequently care very tenderly 
for motherless or stray kittens, or for sick kittens, licking them, 
which is “ the secret sign of kind feeling in a dog.” Lindsay 
discusses it (63.11.387). On the other hand, many dogs do 
not get along well with cats. Cornish (23.166) believes, owing 
to an inherited dislike from the destruction of the whelps of 
some of the large felidz by wild dogs. Hutchinson (52) notices 
what is in most cases true, that strange cats are intolerable, 
but when a cat and a dog grow up together their relations will 
be intimate. Pepys gives this observation space in his diary. 
Mr. Wm. Watson’s epitaph for a dog was : 
“ His friends he  loved. His fellest earthly foes, 
Cats, I believe, he did but feign to hate.” 
11; Dogs are sometimes recognized to be great fighters. At  
the dawn of adolescence this trait seems to be more especially 
noticed. The pleasure arises in seeing the dog win a hard 
fought battle. Many take it as a matter of course that dogs 
will fight, others offer an apology in suggesting a mitigating 
circumstance. The bulldog is an acknowledged fighter. Girls 
are much less frequent in observing this characteristic, perhaps 
because of less interest in it, and because they are not where 
the encouuters take place. Chivalry is usually observed in this 
connection. 
G., 11. Sometimes he fights when some big dog fights with him. 
G., 12. It would fight, but it was never cross. G., 13. He could whip 
almost any dog around the  neighborhood. B., 14. H e  fights like a 
bulldog. B., 15. 
He never fights unless another dog fights it first. B., 15. He must 
have fought before I got him, but he  has never been seen to  fight 
since. G., 15. H e  would not fight with dogs smaller than himself. 
G., 15. Other dogs pitched on to  him, so he took his own part, as one 
would expect of a bull-dog. G., 15. The little dog and the  mother 
were together. The little dog was very saucy. B., 16. My dog would 
fight any dog that would try to  fight him. 
Some writers describe their dogs as great fighters. The bull- 
dog’s history is known. Brehm (10) refers to the fact that 
Alexander made his dogs fight with the lion, then with an 
elephant, and he killed both. Hudson (51.336) says that 
dogs in the cattle raising districts of South America are fierce. 
“The fights are usually between dogs that are well matched. 
When one fighter is gone the next best takes his place. From 
the foremost in strength and power, down to the weakest, 
there is gradation of authority.” He  observes that the weak- 
est are slaves to the others. and that they must give up their 
bone with good grace. As to chivalry, Woods Hutchinson 
son (52) observes that no dog of size or courage will conde- 
H e  licked two bigger dogs the day before he  died. 
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494 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
scend to attack a smaller or obviously weaker dog.” He  
believes that little dogs are fighters, because they seem to 
realize this. He  knew a great Dane that would simply hold 
smaller dogs down with his large paws. Marryot, in “Dog 
Fiend” makes the statement that no dog will bite a good 
master, even though the master’s character is not the best (83). 
Lindsay (63.1.197) says what many believe, that a dog which 
is the playmate of a child appears to recognize its responsi- 
bility. He takes treatment from a child that he would not 
take from a man. The poet Cowper relates how his spaniel, 
“prettiest of his race,” fetched hini a water lily which he so 
much desired to have from the breast of Ouse (61).  Generally, 
then. with some exceptions, there seems to be a feeling that a 
dog has a sense of dignity, a judgment as to fitness, a measure 
of his strength, and a desire to please, iu relation to his own 
race, and to the child, arid man. 
111. These pets are not alwaysgood. Some are never bad, 
but most of them have days and times when they digress from 
what pleases, when there is a good reason. If no good reason 
can be recognized, he must be punished. 
B., 9. I t  was a good dog, and will not do any objectionable thing. 
B., 10. He goes to  Sunday School and lies under the seat. G., 11. 
Sometimes he is bad, but I only whip him a little. G., 12. Cannot 
say he is bad but when he gets hold of mp gum shoes he  tears them 
almost in pieces. B., 12. My dog gets so angry that he would tear 
my sister’s dresses all up .  He would bite everybody that  came in  the 
yard. B., 15. Sometimes he woul~l catch young chickens, but would 
not eat them. G.,--. Bowler was never 
really bad except on one occasion. During the summer he  had sore 
ears. One day I was playing near the door. Mother had just said: 
‘Be careful, do not pull Bowler’s sore ears.’ I did not heed mother’s 
words, but went on climbing up  his back by holding on to his ears. 
The  poor dog endured the pain as long as he could, and suddenly 
snapped me, bitiug my upper lip. When the doctor came I was lying 
on the sofa near the window. The dog came and looked in the win- 
dow, and gave a pitiful whine, and for several days went about with 
his head down, and his tail between his legs. I begged father not to  
kl l l  him, as he threatened to  do. 
Bible references to the dog are characteristic of reproach. 
The  Arabs and most Mohammedans so regard the dog (58). 
The Usbegs are insulted to be asked about either their wives 
or their dogs (58). Romanes and Lindsay observe that the dog 
is deceitful. With the English perhaps, the good qualities 
are most especially emphasized, and their companionship was 
desired even in the people’s devotions at one time, it being their 
habit in one church to have a dog pew, aud to inaugurate 
means of control. One of the queens was thus especially de- 
lighted to see the minister’s dog sit beside him on the steps 
leading to the pulpit ( 1 8 ) .  
H e  did it only for sport. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 495 
IV. Interest in pZays andgames. 
G., 9. If I throw a stone it will run after it and bring it back to  me. 
B., 9. He will chase stones and sticks. B., 9. It could swim in the 
creek. G., 10. Brightest thing was to get its head fastened i n  a tin 
can. G., 10. Carry off my shoes and stockings. B., 10. Likes t o  shake 
strings, old shoes, stockings, etc. G., 11. He can pull hair and tear 
dresses. B., 12. 
In the  summer we go swimming and catch dogs. B., 12. H e  would 
ride me on his back. 
The play life of the child has been shared with the dog, 
which, in many cases, seems to have been the ruling motive of 
the play. A child, seven or eight years of age, sitting on the 
curb recently, petting a happy looking bull terrier, exclaimed : 
He is a bright dog, and plays hide and seek with us, just like 
a girl, and he can always find us.” Hide and seek, catcher,’’ 
and ball are the three games chiefly played. I ‘  Dead dog ’’ is 
mentioned, sometimes “games” only, but it will be seen that 
the dog and the child are both interested in the running games, 
with the exception of ball, which affords a compromise between 
the arm movements on the part of the child, and running for 
the dog. hide and seek ” is the most popu- 
lar with both sexes, but the girls show almost double the inter- 
est of boys in it. The curve for girls reaches its maximum at 
g years of age when 3375% report their interest in this game, 
with a rapid decline until at I I, when at 22% it is nearly steady 
until the age of 15 years. Sixteen per cent. of the boys at 
nine, and 25% at 14, represent the greatest interest in this 
game. Catcher seems to be a good game at 8 years for both 
sexes, reported by 44% of the girls and 23% of the boys, but 
declines rapidly, never being higher than 16% at eleven with 
girls, and 12% at 13 with boys. Ball, at 10 years, falls as low 
as 4% with boys, and is maximum at I I years, being but 14%. 
No mention is made of ball by any boy beyond the age of 15. 
Girls begin with the same interest, but rise gradually reaching 
12% at 12 years. The dog is rarely used as a doll, although 
six young ladies in the reminiscent list speak of the pleasure 
they found in dressing the dog as a doll, and four other girls 
mention this means of amusement. I t  would seem that the 
chief interest in games is that of companionship, although one 
can see that the cheerful exercise in the open air has Seen of 
much value to the children. 
B., 11. Would play he  was a bear and have him catch me. G., 12. 
Hide and seek seems to be his favorite game. He certainly does act 
as if he understood the game perfectly. B., 12. We did not play with 
him niuch, for papa said we would spoil him. B., 13. I could play al l  
day with her. I like her better than any boys. G., 16. When I was 
very small I would run and play with the clog in our yard. Then Gyp 
would run after me and grab hold of my dress and pull back as hard 
as she could. Then I would fall and sometimes cry, when Mamma 
B., XI. It likes to  dive in the water where it is deep. 
Of these games 
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496 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
would scold Gyp. After that she would play as carefully with me, 
until I began to play rough. G., -. Used to dress him up in dresses 
bdouging to our dolls, and would wheel him up and down in the car- 
riage. M., -. I had no brother to play with and no neighbor boys I 
liked very well for playmates, so I used the dog for that purpose. 
Upon urns it is not uncommon to see representations of Greek 
children in play with dogs. The beautiful “ sltige” is the 
Arab’s favorite, and that of his children. He is treated well 
by the boys. With the Battaks each boy has a particular dog 
as a “ kaban,” or companion, that is highly regarded, even 
when very old. The  Patagonians adopt favorite dogs (58). 
We see, too, how in the case of children employing a dog for 
purposes of playing “ horse,” what has been serious business 
is a rudimentary organ with children. See elsewhere how the 
dog has been used economically. Galton (39.247) quotes 
Hearne as seeing the Indians go to the wolves, get out the young 
and play with them. He has seen them paint the faces of the 
young wolves with vermillion, or red ochre. A lullaby from 
the Rig Veda (47) shows the dog as a companion in the house. 
Perhaps no one will ever know what these plays and games, 
and this companionship means either to the life of the child, 
or to the dog. The  child has, in the dog, a real force, leading, 
instructing, exercising, 2nd helping, in a manner that it is 
hoped our study may throw just a little light. 
Why the child and even man is atfached to the dog in so 
many strong bonds, must be concluded from the entire study. 
Here, we shall look at some facts and reasons that are presen- 
ted in the words of the returns, and from the literature more 
directly expressed. Trolley cars in many places must stop for 
a dog, but no penalty is attached to cat killing in this way. 
The Wagondas, the Shilluks, the Arabs, the Battaks, and the 
Patagonians, set a high value on their dogs, chiefly for hunt- 
ing and companionable purposes (55) .  A few children will sell 
dogs, but rarely does it occur that a money value is stipulated. 
The dog is too much a part of the child’s life to enter the com- 
mercial phase of interest, so evident among Americans, at  least. 
“ I n  German University life each corps of students has its 
large canine, whose expenses are shared, and who is cared for 
week about. He goes with the students everywhere, on walks, 
or on smokings, billiards, and drinking Weissbier ” (42). 
Zschylus elevates and enlarges the  idea of divine compan- 
ionship in the eagle. by calling it the “ winged dog of Zeus ” 
(22). The specific reasous mentioned for the dog companion- 
ships are :- 
I His ininistralions i n  solihde.  G., 11. Keeps me company and 
plays with me when I am lonesome. G. ,  11. Keeps me company when 
I haven’t any one to play with. She is just like a sister. B. ,  12. When 
I must stay in the house aud have nothing to do, he stays in the house 
V. 
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CYND-PSYCHOSES. 497 
and plays with me. G., 12. When I am discouraged he makes me 
happy; when I am lonesome he keeps me company. B., 15. Did me 
much good. When all the  rest of the  famiiy went away I would play 
with him. G., 13. I t  taught me how dogs know their owners and love 
them. H e  kept  me from being lonely a t  home, and when going some 
where. G., -. When I was cross or angry I would play with him 
awhile until I got real happy and cheerful. G.,-. H e  helped to  amuse 
me, kept me out of mischief, and was a great deal of company for me, 
a s 1  had no brothers nor sisters. G.,-. Shedid  me much good in 
that  when I reached the  age when I lost confidence in  human beings, 
I carried all my joys and sorrows to her, and she was a t  one time, to 
my thinking, my only t rue friend. She not only sympathized with 
me, but she watched and cared for me. Once or twice, in  my baby- 
hood, I ran away from home. When I was found she was always close 
by my side. When I started to school, she insisted, for a long time, 
upon accompanying me. 
The reac- 
tion of one upon theother stimulates, enervates, incites the best 
that is in each, but we see in the words of the children, how 
such a pet fills a niche in the child’s life and affords a valuable 
substitute for another child. Small says, “ Isolated people 
must have companionship,” and in an excellent way has given 
us some idea of what pets have been to some people whose mis- 
fortune it was to be alone (91). Our returns supplement his 
list. The Bachelor‘s Dream, by Hood, shows how one in soli- 
tude finds himself not alone when he has his pets, to which to 
gossip, and to which to relate even his dreams, and call for 
response from his cat or his dog. Byron finds a comfort in his 
Boatswain, upon whose grave he pays the high tribute of 
“ friend, ‘ ’ saying : 
“ I never knew but one-and here he lies.” 
Clarence Hawkes (44), the blind poet, says to his dog:- 
Perhaps a single child in a home is unfortunate. 
“ And deem i t  joy to be alone with me : 
My dear old dog, unto creation’s end 
Of all the  world thou ar t  my dearest friend.” 
And Ouida, the French novelist, has strongly given as a rea- 
son the words that would almost parallel those of one of our 
returns, and might afford a summary, somewhat strong, of 
the reason in saying why all men of genius or greatness 
are so fond of dogs: “They find the world full of parasites, 
toddies, liars, fawners, hypocrites ; the incorruptible candor, 
loyalty, and honor of the dog are to such, like water in a bar- 
ren place to the thirsty traveller.” 
The feezing when separated is a further evidence of genu- 
ine attachment. 
G., 9. Felt lonely to be away from 
him. G., 11. Often wish I had the dog with me to give it some of the  
good things to  eat which I have; and if I could only pat it when it 
IS eating them. G., 15. Missed him more than I did some of my friends. 
2 .  
G., 9. I was homesick to see it. 
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498 CY NO-PSYCHOSES. 
G., 13. When he goes away to the country I am very lonesome because 
I have uo ni-e dog to play with, aud I do nothing until h e  returns. 
G. ,  17. Glad to see them when I returned, but did not miss them when 
I was away. G.,  16. When I was separated from him I always felt 
lonesome, and the first thing I did on coming home was to have a romp 
with him. We 
are happy when we meet again. 
I t  is recognized that if a dog be kept from his master, it inter- 
feres with the former’s disposition. The above confessions 
show a reciprocation. Upon monuments to women among the 
Greeks, Kurtz (57)  observes that it is not uncommon to find a 
carving of her dog. Scott, on the death of Maida, staid home, 
declining an invitation that day (36 ) .  At Munich, Mary Louise 
was compelled to separate from a little dog of her affection. 
She shed tears over the separation. “She was then given her 
dog. I t  knew her step, and whined with impatience” (go). 
The Fuegeians, when hard pressed for want, kill their old 
women for food, rather than separate from their dogs in this 
way (25.199). Byron’s will of 18x1 directed that his own 
body should be buried in a vault in the garden near his faithful 
dog (49). It cannot be said in these feelings of attachment, 
shown by the unwillingness to be separated, that there is a 
norm suggested for pet relationships. It is rather to be sup- 
posed that we have the maximum of attachment, which might 
grade down to indifference, where feeling for any pet fades out 
entirely. This is shown in our returns, when here and there 
we find that no special discomfort appears from separation. 
The feeling may better be studied in 
Since the aver- 
age life of a dog is perhaps ten years (Brehm says he reaches 
old age a t  12 and dies at  20), it is reasonable to suppose that 
children would have experiences in witnessing the death, burial, 
or other unavoidable separations from their dog companions 
and friends. They, too, have experienced many unpleasant 
persecutions in common with our English dog friends and fan- 
ciers, through a few heartless individuals in relation to this 
“faithful ” animal. 
About forty-five per cent. of our children have undergone 
this unpleasant experience in some form. The order of fre- 
quency in the method has been as follows: Natural death; 
poisoned at  hands of “canicides ; ” I ‘  killed,” shot or chloro- 
formed as result of hopeless disease ; strayed away; given away 
for good reasons ; killed either by trolley, steam car, wagon, or 
drowniug ; lost ; stolen ; and seven cases of hydrophobia, neces- 
sitating shooting. 
In most cases of parting there was much grief and no little 
anxiety. They were frequently thought of with much tender- 
ness, and when buried, as was always the case with those 
B.. 9. We miss each other’s company and feel bad. 
B , 9. I am glad when I see him. 
3. Funerals and reSpecf for fhc dead bodies. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 499 
which died, except in an instance or two where they were 
stuffed, an appropriate and tender funeral or burial solemnized 
the occasion, with little markers, monuments, and a frequent 
banquet to keep his remembrance fresh in the young hearts. 
The whole experience is always referred to in a touching man- 
ner, so much so that perhaps the real feeling is destroyed in 
many instances by our terse method of quoting the children’s 
words. 
B., 9. Will bury my dog in the yard and plant a tree near by it. 
B., 10. Buried in front yard where he has a tombstone. B., 11. On 
the  stone where he is buried, is marked ‘‘ Rover,” died July 27, 19. 
B., 11. Buried in  the cemetery. B., 11. 
Buried on the  hill between two large oak trees. G., 12. When he dies 
1 shall make a coffin, line i t  with silk and lace, and put  a pillow in, 
and a ribbon around its neck. B., 13. I dug a grave and had a funeral 
i n  our back yard. We hauled him in an express wagon, and when 
the funeral was over I came home and cried al l  afternoon. B., 14. I 
shall give a funeral oration when it dies. G., 15. Our Dick and five 
other dogs were pall-bearers at a dog funeral. Had a coffin, and they 
buried it near the  cemetery. B., 17. We shall put him in the cold 
ground to await the judgment day. G., -. I mourned a long time for 
him. No other could take his place. G., 12. I trust he went to 
heaven. G., -. He was killed by the cars, but  I could hear his cry 
for many months afterwards. G., 11. I f  i t  dies I will bury it in my 
ansy-bed in  a little white coffin. B., 12. When she dies I want to 
gury her in  the place that she liked most to  be when she was alive, 
and that  is in  the woods, where the  wind rustles through the trees, 
and the birds will sing her death song. 
In this respect, we see no change in feeling to that which 
seems to have existed as far back as we are able to find any 
data. Sully (94.167) believes it is a trait of the uncultured 
man to love strong effect. He says : “The pathos of the death 
of a pet animal or of the child has to be made obvious and 
strongly effective, by a mass of painful detail.” Perhaps these 
observations would lead one to cut out the qualifying word 
I ‘  uncultured,” and to say that there is a desire on the part of 
people of all classes to make pathos obvious and effective by 
painful details. Bonny negroes, Bushmen, and North Ameri- 
can Indians bury their favorite dogs or revere them in death 
(58). Families have shaved their heads in mourning at such 
times (36). Dog mummies of Egypt tell their own story (66). 
Xantippus and Theophrastus are exponents of an early Greek 
feeling and interest (57). Eve Simpson (88) has shown how 
this feeling and demonstration has held the Scottish mind for 
distinguished dogs. At the street-corner, near Grey friar’s 
churchyard is a granite fountain with an effigy of a dog 
on guard. It has the following self-explanatory inscription : 
“A tribute to the affectionate fidelity of Greyfriar’s Bobby. In 
1858 this faithful dog followed the remains of his master to 
Greyfriar’s churchyard, and lingered near this spot until his 
Put  a monument over him. 
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500 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
death, in 1872. With permission, erected by the Baronness 
Burdett Coutts ” (88). Charles Kingsley’s remains and those 
of his dogs, by plan, sleep only a few rods from each other, with 
Latin epitaphs suggestive of their strong attachment. Matthew 
Arnold, Wordsworth, Queen Victoria, Byron, the Duchess of 
York, Ouida, and Mrs. Ewing have been touched by these 
separations, and many of them have been inspired to write im- 
mortal tributes to deceased dogs. This same interest finds its 
expression in elaborate cemeteries for dogs, notably in Lon- 
don (49), Summer Palace, Pekin ( I I ), near Tarrytown-on- 
Hudson, Paris, etc., for which large sums of money are appro- 
priated by the dog lovers. 
From these observations one is able to draw his own conclu- 
sions as to the love so generally shown pet dogs, and the man- 
ner in which some qualities, regarded as noble, have impressed 
themselves. N. U. Thomas says (97), “ Burying a dead ani- 
mal for other than sanitary reasons, seems to bear clear marks 
of totemism.” Reinach, in formulating the principles of totem- 
ism, gives as the second one (77), the mourning of the acci- 
dental death of an animal, and burying it in the same manner 
as amember of a clan is buried. To say the least, it is an index 
of how the dog has affiliated himself with the race and the 
child, that there is an unmdlingness to part or sever the tie, 
and the next best thing to his presence is provided, viz., the 
remembrance of the departure and his life and association, by 
a symbolic ceremony or marker. In the words of Herrick,- 
“This shall my love do, give thy sad death one 
Tear, that deserves of me a million.” 
4. The belief in the doc’s immortaZity has been observed in 
the returns, and is another evidence of attachment. I t  is 
easy and natural that many who use funerals and monuments 
as means of expressing the emotions toward the dog, and 
who entertain the belief in the immortality of the soul, should 
think well enough of the dog to extend that belief that it 
may include him, as suggested in a few instances by the 
children. That this, too, is a very ancient belief, is evident. 
According to the Zend Avesta, says Langkavel, certain dogs 
have the power of protecting departed spirits in their peril- 
ous passage. The Koran refers to dog spirits (58). Luther 
asserts in his Table Talk that dogs, also, go to heaven. Klop- 
stock’s Messias has Elisama’s dogs go to heaven. Plato, Plu- 
tarch (57) ,  Locke, Des Cartes, Condillac (88), Bishop Butler 
(IO~), Robert L. Stevenson (13), and Leonard, are quoted as 
entertaining this belief. The triple-headed hound of hell, ap- 
pearing in so much mythical literature, of course, was immor- 
tal. Southey, in his elegy on Phillis, asserts that his “ is no 
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CY NO-PSY CHOSES. 501 
narrow creed.” . . . “There is another world for all that live 
and move,” 
“ Where the proud bipeds, who would fain confine 
Infinite goodness to  the little bounds 
Of their own charity, may envy thee,” 
and St. Hubert (36) always appeared in visions to their devout 
worshippers, accompanied by hounds. In Staffordshire and 
North Devon, the sweeping hounds, or Dogs of Hell, were 
thought to be the souls of unbaptized babies (36).  R . Buchanan 
in “ The School Master’s Story;” Matthew Arnold ; Hors- 
field on “ Old Rocket ; ” Sir Francis Doyle on The Fusilier’s 
Dog; Mortimer Collins on Tory (49); Lamartine and De 
Quincey (50), refer to his immortality. Spectral dogs appear 
in parts of England and Wales. There is also a belief that the 
spirit of a favorite dog which has died returns to visit its mas- 
ter ( 3 0 ) .  
VI. The Zove for the dog as shown by the chiZdren’s words. 
There is a legend in the Rig Veda, that after a glorious 
reign a monarch mounts to heaven. His dog, faithful to the 
end, accompanies him. The dog is refused entrance, and the 
king refuses to enter without him (47). This is typical of 
much of the genuine lore for the dog, so generally expressed 
in our returns, and shown as follows : 
G., 12. I love my dog because I have no brothers or sisters to play 
with. B., 12. Because he is very affectionate and jumps up  and wags 
his tail whenever he  sees me. B., 12. Could stick my fingers in  his 
eyes and pull his tail. B., 12. 
He would follow me everywhere I went. B., 12. Because he is nice. 
B., 12. Because you can play and go hunting with him. B., 12. It will 
take my part. G., 13. Because he  was a 
hero in saving a little girl four yearsold. B., 13. Because it jumps up 
on me. G., 15. He is very fond of me. G., 17. Because he could play 
and romp, and show pleasure at  the sight of me. G., -. Because she 
was the only real constant companion I had, and she seemed l ike 
another child. G.,-. Because he belonged to  my dead brother. 
G., -. He loved little children and would delight to play with them. 
G., 13. H e  is so true and faithful. B., 14. Love it as any person loves 
his relations. He would come on the sofa and lie down with me, 
and. curl u p  close and lick my hands, as if he  were never to  see me 
again. 
The dog’s affection, his patient companionship in play, his 
guardianship, his heroic deeds, and his plasticity, are here men- 
tioned as  his winning qualities. The entire history of his 
domestication is necessary to see how he has generally won 
his way to become a member of the human family, however. 
Langkavel (58) ably summarizes his relation to the savage 
tribes, and shows how many practical functions he has per- 
formed. They may be grouped under a classification admitted 
He would allow no one else todo that. 
B., 12. Because it is little. 
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502 CY NO-PSYCHOSES. 
by our questiounaire material into economic, care of the sick, 
guardian in periods of danger, and as a hero. To plot these 
relations noted by our papers, the ciirve gradually rises with 
the age of the children, making a rapid upward shoot in 
early adolescence. 
There is much interest in the economic value of the pet. 
With many this is his reason for being, and the interest here 
seems to steadily increase. I t  is various and expressed as fol- 
lows : 
“Draws you around on sleds;” “carry packages from the store; ” 
“carries mail ; ” “ brings wood ; ” “ brings the cow ; ’’ “ takes bucket 
to milk man ; ” “ chases pigs ; ” I ‘  brings the paper ; ” “ drive the 
horses and cows to the field ; ” “ rock the baby’s cradle ; ’’ “ guarded 
the house and chased thieves ; ” ‘ I  churns for grandma ; ” “ carries the 
lantern for papa.” B., I I .  The only good thing he ever did was to 
knock a peddler over one day as he was coming into the house. 
These duties of watching sheep, ruuning errands, guarding 
flower beds, etc., show an interest persisting really beyond the 
period of absolute need, but which were at  one time basic in 
civilizing the race by aiding in man’s struggle, and affording 
him leisure to devote to higher pursuits, or more greatly or- 
ganized labor. What was once serious business, and a reason 
for domestication, is seen yet to have much of interest for the 
child. The first use with prehistoric man to which the dog 
was perhaps put, is believed to be that of food. Mutilated dog 
bones and skulls throw some light upon the point. He gradu- 
ally arose to be of service to man in the hunt, and by an easy 
step to sheep guarding. Chinese women of Java use the dog as 
a wet nurse (58 ) ;  the North American Indians as a beast of 
burden ; and until recently people of the British Isle as turn- 
spits (24). They are used in the carts of fruit vender women, 
wash women, and baggage delivery in Berlin ; for Belgian 
crockery carts ; Brussels milk carts ; Italian organs ; cat’s 
meat barrows; crippled beggars and costermonger’s carts ( 104). 
Their use as draft animals was in the middle of the last cen- 
tury prohibited in England (24), first in London, 1839, all over 
the kingdom, 1854 (87) .  Their excrement is used as pharma- 
ceutic gentian for tanning, by people of Western Asia. Great 
cargoes come from Constantinople to the United States for the 
tanning of morocco. The Tlinkits throw the bodies into the 
sea. After a time they become covered with dentalia and are 
then withdrawn (58) .  In  Manchuria and Mongolia a young 
woman’s wedding portion consists of so many dogs as a nucleus 
of a dog farm. They are valued for their fur, and for the gloves 
and boas made of their skin (24). Some of the French use 
them for smuggling. 
I n  parts of America there is a belief that 
a. 
b. With the sick. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 503 
if a dog licks a sore it will afford of itself a remedy. The 
story of Lazarus at the gate of Dives will here be recalled. 
Weir (101.220) asserts that dogs have a knowledge of medi- 
cine. His value in the sick room is variously expressed. 
G., 11. When I was sick he mademe feel better. B., 12. He did me 
good by licking a scratch, then it got better. B., 12. Always did me 
good when anything went wrong. G., 14. When I was sick he would 
lie in a chair beside me. B., 14. When some one gets sick and is in 
bed, it sits on the bed all the time. G.,  11. When I am sick he pities 
me, lies near me, and kisses me all the time. G., 12. He pities you 
when you get hurt, for he licks your hand. G., 13. After having him 
about a week I was taken to the hospital for an operation. Two weeks 
from that time my parents and sister came to the hospital to see me. 
Learning that they had the dog in the carriage, I wanted to see him, 
which request was granted. As soon as he came in the door he saw 
me, and fairly bounded out of my sister's arms on to the bed. He 
whined and jumped around the bed, licking me every place he could 
get hold of me, and when they took him away he whined and tried to 
get back on the bed. G., - .  When my father was very ill with 
typhoid fever, it wanted to go up in his room. I know one time it 
fairly cried to go up. G., -. I sprained my ankle once and he never 
left my side only to sleep and eat. 
The ministrations seem to be a relief from solitude, with the 
feeling that the dog extends his sympathy. Dogs are trained 
for certain kinds of hospital work (33). Mrs. Browning was 
inspired to verse by the ministrations of her dog Flush when 
she was ill. Dr. Brown traces Rab (13)  through the series of 
hospital experience of his mistress. and reports him as a wit- 
ness of and sympathizer with all her sufferings. Bullseye, of 
Dickens, is made to care for Sikes, hurt in a burglary. It may 
be that this interest, and this supposed power, mysterious as it 
may have seemed, brought about the custom of the Western 
Himalayas and the Breadalbone, who intoxicated a dog, fed 
him sweetmeats, and after other ceremonies killed him with 
sticks and stones as a safeguard against disease and misfortune, 
or that induced the Iroquois to sacrifice a white dog on New 
Year's day for a similar purpose (37.194).  
c. As guardian the dog has won his reputation. Those 
charged with responsibility, or otherwise afraid under various 
conditions, frequently feel safe in the presence of an able dog 
friend. St. Bernards, bulldogs, mastiffs, have guarded their 
master's wealth. The dog's sagacity, discrimination, faith- 
fulness, and power, make him an animal which those not of 
his pack are driven to respect. 
B., 9. 1-f any one would come around at night he would take a leg 
off of him. G., 9. Boys would be 
afraid to touch me. G., 11. H e  protects me, makes me happy, and 
watches the house. G., 11. Is my bodyguard when I go out alone at 
night. B., 11. He always kept other boys from fighting me. G., 17. 
If any one strikes me he barks and jumps at them. G., -. He taught 
me the leason of faithfulness. G., -. Kept me from going too near a 
B., 9. He always takes my part. 
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504 CY NO-PSY CHOSES. 
snake by jumping in front of me and biting the snake just as I was 
about to step ou it. 
Dr. Stables (93) was interested in a dog which guarded a 
sleeping child, and gave the alarm when the child awoke. 
Policemen of some cities, the armies of France, Germany, and 
Russia, use him for outpost duty. This guarding quality has 
its traces i t  niyth fiction and poetry. The Eskimo placed him 
in the graves of young children who could not find the way 
alone to the spirit land (58). I n  Borneo it is believed that the 
dog’s creation by God was for the purpose of guarding the ser- 
pent who betrays mau. Dyer (30) thinks the death omen in 
howling has a kindred meaning in Aryan mythology. Saramb, 
the dog of the Aryan god, is his faithful guide (7) .  In some 
places the dog is buried alive under the corner stone of a 
church, that his ghost might guard it against profanity (30). 
Virgil’s S,neid (Bk.VIII.462) gives a recoguition to watch- 
dogs. The dox is regarded by others as a guardian spirit, as 
in the Icelandic idea of “Aettarflygia” belonging to each 
family dwelling. as well as an individual guardian spirit. Some- 
times i t  is an animal most appropriate to the temper of the 
owner (97). This is almost, if uot entirely, the sense in which 
Reinach (77) defines “ totem ”-“ a class of objects considered 
as a guardian in the larger sense. Animal totems are for the 
protectiou of members of the totemic clan. They announce 
the future to their friends, and serve as guides.” Thomas 
names the totemic attitude toward dogs in parts of France. 
The heroism of dogs either in belief or fact, has inspired 
the race almost generally, and has produced organizations. 
The fame of the St. Beriiard is wide. Longfellow’s Excelsior 
closes with a beautiful tribute to this species. Some of the 
children feel this trait rather keenly, as their words show. The 
younger children are not so much interested. Perhaps the 
first to mention it is eleven years old. In brief the expressions 
are : 
“ He jumped into the river aud pulled me out ; ” “dragged the child 
out of the water while others ran to the house for help ; ” “ scratched 
to tell us gas was escaping; ” “ took me home when I was lost ; ’ I  
“barked when my brother met with an accident ; ’’ “ held me down 
with his paws on my shoulders, for had I attempted to get up I would 
have been hurt ; ’’ “ notified us of a fire in the kitchen ; ’’ “ puts out 
a fire ;” I ‘  rescued a boy when the boat capsized ; ” “ saved my life by 
rescuing me at Asbury Park.” 
Col. Hamilton Smith was impressed by a spaniel’s plunging 
“ into a roaring sluice to save a little cur’’ (75) .  Others, by 
the stopping of runaways by grabbing bridle or line (107, I ,  
and 19) .  Rover’s heroism at a fire inspires Tennyson’s “ Old 
Rover.” The saving of a child and the rescuing of its doll, 
produces Robert Browning’s “ Tray.” The abandoning of 
d. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 505 
sport to save a struggling friend, has given us Wordsworth’s 
beautiful story of Little Music. I t  may never be known 
how far reaching upon the race or the child, this influence 
has been in presenting a model of courage, devotion, and 
altruism. 
Interest in  the dog’s attachment to man culminates in such 
a piece of work as the artist Landseer’s The Shepherd’s Chief- 
mourner, or in Scott’s poem, “ Fidelity,” or in Charles Reade’s 
figure, “Only a man, and yet as faithful as a dog.” 
Cuvier believes it to be the dog’s instinct, due to his cyno- 
morphic attitude toward his human friend (81). The child’s 
faith in this attachment is strong. 
G., 13. When I am away she will hunt  for me everywhere, and 
whine i f  they show her any of my clothes. B., 13. When all went 
out he  would bark and cry. B., 13. It never wanted to  be left alone. 
Wheii we left it alone i t  would go around the house crying and look- 
ing out of the  windows. G., 13. Poor little thing was so homesick 
that  he did not touch food for a day. G., 16. H e  died because mamma, 
for whom he had so much love, was taken to the hospital for an opera- 
tion. G., 12. When I went anywhere that  i t  was impossible to take 
him, he would lie outside of my bedroom door and await my return. 
B., 12. When I went to  the country to  stay a week I got a letter from 
mamma telling me I would have to  come home, because Prince would 
not eat. I went the next day. Prince was all right after that. B., 12. 
It howls all night when I am away. G., 10. When I am away from 
home Prince does not romp and play about, but lies down on the  rug 
before the door. G., ID. He would cry like a baby when I was away. 
G., 12. He came back to  our house and rang the bell, then barked, 
as if to  say he could not stay away. B., 13. When I was away for 
about a week, I was told he  went into my study room and lay down at 
the  chair I use. G., 13. When my mother died he felt so homesick 
for her that he got sick and would not eat. We had to  take him to 
the  hospital. 
A dog which followed his master up the platform where he 
was to be executed, was pinned with the bayonet of the gen- 
darmes. The sight was too much for those who were willing 
even to be the witnesses of the Christians who were being mur- 
dered (go). A starving dog upon the grave of his master, 
produced the poem on “True Love” by Sir Roger, in the 
reign of Henry VI. The psychologists have been interested 
in explaining this phenomena. Romanes (86.184) observes 
that it exists between, for instance, a lion and a dog. One 
writer ( I 10) believes it is the dog’s deepest instinct, and Rob- 
inson (82) believes it is the result of mutual dependence. 
Sully (95 )  fears that the dogs’ recent relation to man will 
stanip it out, since appearance is valued more highly in a dog 
than his psychic worth, saying: ‘ I  As the dog grows more 
generally amiable, he will grow less partial, and so be incapable 
of a heart-absorbing attachment.” 
With few exceptions the children are extremely interested 
2. 
7 
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506 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
in the demonstrations of their pets on their home coming. HOW 
he proves his attachment in this experience is indelibly im- 
pressed. 
G., 7. “Happy;  ’.’ B., 9. “sits u p  in window;” “ runs  to  meet; ” 
“jumps up  and tries to  bite my fingers; ’’ G., 9. “ runs  around the 
house several times; ” G., 10. “ wags its tail, jumps upon me, and 
barks;”  “kisses my hand; ” G., 11. ‘ I  kisses me on the face ; ” “climbs 
u p  on my back; ’’ G., 12. “wags its tail, jumps up on the table and 
dances ; ’’ G., 13. “almost tears me to pieces; I ’  G., IS. “jumps and 
barks, and i f  I d o  not pay attention he  will catch hold of my skirt and 
shake it ; ’’ G., -. “just about train time would always start for the 
station and wait until my train came in, to  fiee me ; ” B., 15. “dances 
hysterically at our feet.” B., 14. A long time after our dog was given 
away, on going by where he was he heard us and came frisking out to 
us. G., -. When I was away and returned he would wag his tail and 
ehow his teeth, proving that  he was delighted to see me. 
Darwin’s Polly (28.92) was demonstrative at  such times. 
He noticed the packing to go away, and the excitement in pre- 
paring for the reception. Mrs. Browning (36) had lost poor 
Flush, “ and when he came home he began to cry. His heart 
was full, like my own.” 
VII. Training. The responsibility for the conduct of the 
dog, the desire to make him an agreeable element of society 
and home, the pleasure arising from his ability to do “ intelli- 
gent ) ’  acts, and the use that can be made of him in various 
ways through training, are strong motives inducing the children 
to interest in his intellectual and moral development. Aside 
from the children who derived their development through ex- 
perience, and the efforts of their parents, there is little doubt 
that the dog was the next to be trained. Langkavel feels that, 
to some extent, the development of the race must depend upon 
efforts to train animals. He  says: “ A s  the dog is the oldest 
domesticated animal, so the peoples that extend their training 
to no other animals probably from natural incapacity for pro- 
gress, remain at  the lowest and oldest stage of the develop- 
ment of man. In  other words, they appear as primitive races.” 
He quotes Waitz as mentioning a dance in which adults intro- 
duce dogs to teach boys to acquire control over them. The 
writer has been told by Prof. 0. H. Bakeless, who has had ten 
or more years’ experience with the Indians as academic superin- 
tendent of the Carlisle Industrial School, that these young 
people show unusual influence with wild animal life of the 
kinds with which they meet. The Kamchatkans are recognized 
masters in training (58). 
The curve of recognition of the dog’s ability to perform 
“ stunts,” and the interest in training him to perform them, 
beginning at the age of eight and continuing to that of sixteen, 
runs thus: Boys-41, 44, 44, 61, 70, 70, 81 ,  74, 65 per cent. 
respectively; girls-59, 44, 59, 56, 68, 86, 82, go, 61 per cent. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 507 
B., 7. Bit me once, and I gave it a whipping. G., 9. When it was 
bad I put it in the smoke house and made it stay there for one hour. 
G., xr. When we would shake our finger at him he would stop what- 
ever he was doing and would look at us as if to say, ‘I Have I done 
wrong?)’ B., 11. When it was bad I would say in a coarse voice, 
“Go, lie down, Dan.” G., 11. When she was bad I put her to bed. 
G. 12. When about to be unished he sat up and winked his eyes very 
hard until the tears ran fown his face. When he did this he usually 
escaped punishment. B., 12. Do not give it any dinner when it is bad. 
G., Iz. When she is bad I point my finger at her and say, ‘ Aren’t you 
ashamed of yourself ? ’ and she will hang her head and look so sorrow- 
ful and ashamed. G., 13. When the dogdoes auything naughty I tell 
him to go lie down. He goes in his bed and does not come out until I 
tell him to, then he comes out and looks around with his tail down, 
and no doubt he feels very sorry. B., 15. I do not whip him, because 
if I would it would make him worse. G., 16. If I should scold her 
she would hang her head and go under the table, waiting for some one 
to pity her. Then she would come out and rub her nose against my 
chair, or put her nose in my lap. B., 17. He has such an innocent 
look that I do not have the nerve to touch him. G., -. When I spoke 
kindly to it, it would immediately lift its head, and rush to me, and 
kiss me all over. G., 17. Would try to train her not to catch birds, 
but could not. She seemed to say, I know it is wrong, but I can’t 
help it.’ G., -. Used to think my dog was wicked and would beat 
him, but before I got half through I would cease, to hug and kiss him. 
The strong anthropomorphic attitude is here evident, yet 
with much keen insight into dog nature. Doubtless there is 
some imitation from the recollections of parent and child, but 
some of the primitive peoples have adopted similar means. 
The Greenland dogs are broken of obstinacy by being beaten 
with a whip made of lashes of walrus hide. On Hudson Strait 
and King Williams Land, snowballs and sticks are hurled at 
the dogs to direct them (58). I t  is a matter of interest to ob- 
serve that the children, in a manner, recognize the principles 
of good animal training, viz., gradation of stimuli, persistence, 
reward, regularity, a single master, kindness, clear under- 
standing, knowledge of instincts, sequence of habits, and mas- 
tery, resulting only in a metamorphosis of instincts, when proper 
time is observed in training. These principles, learned through 
the process of training, should be of permanent value to the 
trainers in equipping themselves for the ultimate environment 
in which they may find themselves, either in the home or as 
teachers of the youth. If, in addition to this, it can be im- 
pressed that in the training of pets the same traits of character 
are demanded on the part of the child, as Bostock (9) enumer- 
ates as essential in wild animal training, this interest alone is 
worth all that has ever been spent in time and care upon pets. 
These essentials are unconscious physical courage, good per- 
sonal habits, personality, patience, nerve, and physical agility 
in reserve. 
VIII. l l i e  influence of the dog. There is a relation between 
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508 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
the number of domesticated animals and the grade of civiliza- 
tion. The  use of any new thing by man has been an uplift to 
him. Environment has materially developed him if he has 
been interested. No one can recount what the dog has done 
in the life of the race nor the child, to give the type of mind 
we see to-day. The  children’s testimony here is striking. 
G., 9. I learned to be a good girl from him. G., 10. It taught me 
how polite animals are to the other creatures around them. G., 10. 
She taught me to  be kind to all dumb animals. G., 10. It does me 
much good. Gave me a pleasant face, and made me gentle and kind. 
B., 10. Taught me to be playful with other dogs. G., 12. He made 
me love animals because he was so kind to  me. G., 12. Perhaps no 
one can tell the  good these little animals do. They show you how 
cruel i t  is to maltreat any animal, and that all of God’s creatures ap- 
preciate any kindness shown them. B., 12. He taught me to love the 
animals. G., 12. He exercises our patience and teaches us to be good 
to  dumb animals. G., 12. He was kind and gentle, and he taught us 
to be the same. G., 12. He has taught me to  show thanks for what I 
get, just as he is thankful for what we give him. B., 14. He made me 
a better boy in the house. G., 14. Taught me patience. G., 14. Learned 
that  animals have feelings, as well as human beings have. B., 15. I 
have learned to like all kinds of animals. G., 13. Pets will make any 
one gentle, and he cannot help liking them. G., 16. He did m e  
some good by teaching me how to run. B., 17. He has taught me 
many things about rabbits. G., -. Did me good by setting me a good 
example. He got everything he wanted and  was liked by everybody 
because he  was so good-natured. G., -. He incited in me a love for 
all animals, and made me feel in sympathy with them. G., -. I 
think I have always felt better toward people than if I had not had 
her to teach me. G., -. By owning a pet I was impressed with the 
love animals have, and that they should not be treated like senseless 
objects. G., -. Felt impelled to be like him in cheerfulness, obedience, 
and good nature. I had a little fear that he should look down on me, 
for he  was such a noble fellow. He was so polite ; he never took a 
thing until it was given to him, nor whined when told he could not 
have it, that he was really my ideal which I tried hard to follow. 
This pet, then, has taught the children goodness, politeness, 
sympathy, cheerfulness, compauionableness, appreciation, pa- 
tience, gentleness, cleanliness, the reward for good nature, 
interest in and knowledge of all animal life, and the exalted 
position of all animal nature. It has made them more inter- 
ested in their fellows and humanity, and has furnished the 
ideals of life. If these have been the conscious forces reacting 
upon life, to measure the unconscious must be left for after con- 
sideration. Langkavel says, ‘‘ If this dog (Eskimo) becomes 
extinct, the Greenlander would perish just as the prairie In- 
dian after the death of the last buffalo.’’ In  the Veridad, the 
oldest of the Zend-Avesta, it is said, I ‘  The world is main- 
tained by the intelligence of the dog.” Brehm-“ We can- 
not conceive of savage man without the dog.” I,angkavel- 
“ The dog is a part of man himself.’’ Cuvier - I ‘  The most 
remarkable, complete, and useful acquisition which man has 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 509 
ever made.” (See 58.) What has been the influence of such a 
story as  that of Gelert, common with so many peoples, of the 
fidelity of the dog in guarding the child from the attack of an 
enemy, calling out the best efforts of the pen to enrich the lit- 
erature? Sully (95) is right when he says the world will be 
poorer without such a story. When Napoleon saw a dog piti- 
fully mourning over the death of his master, he called the at- 
tention of the generals to the animal, and said : ( ‘  Voyez, mes- 
sieurs, ce chien nous donne UD legon d’humanite’’ (89). 
Kingsley gives Bran a prominent place in Hypatia. H e  makes 
Raphael say to Hypatia : “ I  took her, my dog, for my teacher, 
and obeyed her, for she was wiser than I ,  and she led me back, 
the poor dumb beast, like a God-sent, and God-obeying angel, 
to humau nature, to mercy, to self sacrifice, to belief, to wor- 
ship, to pure and wedded love.” The dog seems frequently to 
have been an example to human lives. Evans (p. 118) refers 
to the fact that the Dacota Indians eat the liver of the dog that 
they might acquire t h e  fleetness, the courage, and the hunting 
sagacity of this animal. The ancient Egyptians worshipped a 
dog-headed god (36). In  early times there was a tradition in 
Nicobar, Portugal, and now in the island of Hainan, Khirgises, 
Ainos, Chuchacas, Kocliaks, and Chippeways, that they are 
of dog origin (58), which, according to Reinach, and others, 
is a mark of toternism, and Jevons (55) says that “ man did 
not get beyond totemism where there were no animals admitting 
of domesticatioii,” and that “ totemism is a stage in the evolu- 
tion of religion.” Frazer (38) suggests that the desire to be- 
come like an animal in quality is also a characteristic of 
totemism. I f  these conceptions and facts may be relied upon, 
-although concerning totemism there is much difference of 
opinion, -it would seem that the dog has been a totem animal 
and that the relation which he sustains to some children, is to- 
temic in character. It could further be concluded, as  has been 
observed, that the dog, as an animal under domestication, has 
served as a natural means of evolving religion from earth to 
heaven. The dog himself has been considered by Burns ( IO~), 
Bacon (go) ,  and others, to be religious in his devotion, fidelity, 
and obedience to his master. Cowper says of Beau : 
“ But chief myself I will enjoin 
Awake at duty’s call, 
To him who gives me all.” 
And show a love as prompt as thine, 
SUMMARY AND CONCWJSIONS. 
I ,  
2. 
The dog has been, and is, a great force in the develop- 
All indications seem to show that his first relation to 
ment and natural education of the child and the race. 
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510 CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 
man was that of an economic assistant in life's struggle, and 
that his qualities made him companionable to children and 
adults alike. 
3. The child recognizes in the dog qualities superior to his 
own, and regards him as a member of a common family with 
himself. This tie has in it a strong element of mutual de- 
pendence. 
4. There seems to be a common relntion between the history 
of domestication, the popularity of pets, and their ability to 
learn man's desires. 
Scent is recognized as his keenest sense, memory his most 
remarkable faculty, in both of which he is regarded as superior 
to man ; and fidelity the most striking principle of his life. 
The attachment of many children to their dog, and the 
regard in which he is held by them, has traces of a similar re- 
lation to that between many primitive races and their respect- 
ive totem animals. 
The scopeof his intellectual power ; his breadth of feeling 
and devotion ; his unusual patience with children ; his eco- 
nomic and sporting propensities, which have the faculty of lead- 
ing human beings back to their commonplace activities, so 
deeply rooted in the human race, make him more and more 
popular with years. 
For a playfellow to an only child, he fills almost an in- 
dispensable relation, if the child is to repeat the race history; 
and his absence from a family of children is an irreparable loss, 
from present modes of life. 
Solitude, which always craves some relationships, loses 
its gloom in many cases in company with a dog. 
The number and shape of the bones, the number and 
form of his toes, the composition of his body, as to whether his 
teeth are carnivorous or herbivorous, the character of his 
skeleton etc., have not once been mentioned by any child, al- 
though many books on nature study have emphasized these 
points especially. 
The whole interest is in life, and when death interests 
are indicated, whatever has been done, is in memory of his life. 
A dog book, touching the characteristics which this 
study has shown as appealing especially to them, would supply 
an excellent means of supplementary reading for the schools 
which these children attend. 
A good point of attack for the proper study of hygjene, 
would be an interest in dog hygiene by the public schools. 
The dogs of various tribes and peoples, would afford an 
excellent basis of luminous stories, giving pictures of the life 
and habits of these races, desirable as supplementary reading 
in the schools. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
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CYNO-PSYCHOSES. 51' 
It is reasonable to believe that she who has had success- 
ful experience in training a pet dog, would better understand 
child life and be more successful in teaching the child, than one 
who has not had such experience. 
Where the interest warrants the dog affords an excel- 
lent subject for problems of biologic and psychic study in 
observing and making records of the functioning of sight, 
hearing, physical maturity, food effects, etc., thus introducing 
and developing an interest in a first hand study of all animal 
nature. 
17. A genuine interest in a pet like the dog, develops a 
humane spirit, and creates a safeguard against many criminal 
offences. 
15. 
16. 
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